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"If you bad any proper shame," oafd
Mrs. Simms that night after the candle
was out. taking an unfair advantage
of the fact that she was sharing Luclndn's bed. "you'd be too humbled to
show your face at a weddln, and with
Ethan too! I'd never show my face
with you If Mllly Anson warn't my
own cousin's stepdaughter and her
mammy's fambly all beln so dreadful
thin skinned about the way Sarah's
kin treats her. Now, praise the Lord,
this Is the last upsettln botheration
Sarah'll bave to have with Mllly. and
she's been trial enough, for a more ad·
die pated fly-up-the-creek than that
pasty faced gal this settlement ain't
never see<^ Howsomever," Mrs. Simms
quickly added, remembering her text,
"'tain't becomln In me to talk long's
she ain't never done nothln to ekal my
own flesh and blood niece. I tried hard
enough yesterday to get that fool of a
boy to go on with me to old Sqnlre
Hunt's for the night, but be Jest vowed
that he'd come here or nary a step to
He ain't no
no weddln would he stir.
respeck for bisself. I can't see what
use a woman's got for slch a sowf

mush of a man."
This bait failed of α bite. Mindful of
the morning's early start, Luclnda was
successfully giving her exclusive attention to the business of getting to sleep.
She was not going to disturb herself.
She might shed tears of repentance
when with Ethan. She had none to
spend for Aunt Emmy's delectation.
Probably she comprehended that Aunt
Emmy was well pleased at the worst
She adored Luclnda and loved dearly
Her
to see her have her own way.
vanity wae gratified for the whole sex
at the daring with which the girl risk-

saddlebags.

"Luclndy! Luclndy! Come out here!"
called her mother sharply, desiring to
demonstrate her denied powers of fam·
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tance to marry blm.
I "Marvel Is that she ever thinks she
he would say to himself, hut
: will,"
! final reflections always supported him
as is tbe way with tinal
; iu his desires,
reflections, and be would conclude tbat
nothing better than wedding him was
likely to come to her. Tbat be argued
It out with his passion shows the reasonable temper of tbe man. Aud who
would have liked blm better for arriv-

ing at any other conclusion? Certainly
no woman.

Twilight found blm sitting alone on
fence, smoking aud meditating
means for bringing Lucinda to tbe al-

j tbe

tar.

"If It was once done," he said to
himsplf aa be brought his long legs to
the ground, knocked tbe ashes out of
bis pipe and returned it to his pocket,
"she'd be better content nor she Is uow,
but she Is tbat skittish and she sees
through me tbat quick that 1 don't
knew what sort of devices to fall

Slmms had expressed
herself with her customary insight and
exactness when she called M lily Anson
a pasty faced, addle pated fly-up-the-

upon."

In the bouse tbe candles were now
Sleek ringleted young women
came forth In groups; family potentates disappeared; tbe store clothed
bridegroom was followed a moment by
the nrrlvlng parson, and then he, too,

lighted.

creek.
On all sides It was felt as an especial
evidence of providential consideration
that M illy had got a husband—or the
promise of one. Here, again, I see
strange evidence of the absence of Just
consideration for the masculine part of
the race. No one could regnril It an
good fortune for a man to have Milly
Anson as a wife, but his Immediate
female relatives alone were occupied
with his fate.
Milly was now swimming in all the
Importance of the occasion—an importance which too often unduly elates
the most pleasing woman and which

Milly

un-

"/ want tn yo In Strathboro and ylt mar·
rial," she crlcd.

Jest

broke out on her. It was Jest the day
before the thing was to come off. and
she kep' teeterln and tltterln in and
out. a-Jarrin the floor and makln my
heart come in my mouth for fear my
last big pound cake In the oven would
fall, and I'd told her more'n a dozen
times that very day to etay In the
house; but, no. sir, she would keep comIn to say how strange her ft-elin's was
and that she knew she never could l'arn
Tummas' ways and she never would

became Invisible. The air was tense
Low, eager talk
with expectation.
about tucks and embroidery, "fine
swiss" and "clocked stockings" was
drawing the women's beads together.
Finully this died out. The parson was
spirited away to tbe fateful upper regions. Still no bride and bridegroom.
Tbe delay was extraordinary. Opinions that It was outrageous were brewing, for supper, you see. was still to
come. An odd uneasluess was tn the
air.

ought

"She

to be

goln

to her own

weddln, oughtn't ehe?" said Ethan to
the sympathetic mother as be lifted hla
bright faced, springing sweetheart Into
the saddle. No horse blocks for them,
If you please.
"I wouldn't be goln If It was my own.
I'd be etayln, and I'd have to lose all
this yere blessed rldln," said she. That
small saying was afterward remembered and was quoted for many years
witti-

among the Todds as If It
cism, but now it passed without more
notice thaD an Irrelevant speech.
"Well, bless you, honey," said her
mother as she settled her skirts for her.
Surely It was not to be expected that
were a

government should always prevail and

be the rule of life.
Lucinda was not witnout a show of
reason In reckoning this ride as a pleasure overbalancing the pomp and pride
of matrimony. All day they ambled
ou, 'with only woods and fields about
them, and were oftenest and longest In
the depths of the sun threaded, fraforest twilight, everything but

crossuess

grant
the road beneath their feet untouched,

pristine, primal,
Ah,

been.
now?

who

if man had never
has such Journeys

as

Aunt Emmy was as softly accommoas poor Mrs. Todd herself could
have been and often covered mile after
mile, riding on ahead, without once
directing her tunnel of a sunbonnet be-

dating

hind her.

Lucinda's bonnet was gener-

ally banging backward over her shoulders. Poor Lucinda's reputation for
beauty was sadly injured by her brown
skin—milky whiteness was of all things
most admired in hei world-but she
took the sweet with the bitter and ab-

solved herself from the elaborate
swathings and bleacbings which were
the community's tribute to «esthetic

interests.
"A little more or a little less don't
matter when one dip more would have
sent me to the kitchen anyhow," she
declared when entreated to return
from the light of heaven Into the

cavernous depths of the prevailing sunbonnet Even Ethan did not know she
was a beauty, but thought it was by
some special warping of perception
that she seemed 60 to blm.
It waa not only in the matter of comthat Luclnda was out of Joint

plexion

with her lot In life. She had a touch of
Imagination; had vague deairea to see
beyond her world, to try something be-

yond,

to have some chance at the un-

known—desires which seemed all onshared by any'other being. She was a
world away from unhapplnesa. It was
only by some obscure movement of
•oui that she was frightened when she

the opportunities of the future
about to narrow down to the familiar
lot of Ethan'· wife. That waa the root
of all this extravagant coquetry that
looked so haughty. She could not have
■aw

told why, but she waa frightened.
Certainly she did not much consider
Pftftan As Mr·. 81mm· complained,
•ha would sot toavj him W.VW

Γ —\

In

fact,

to

make

a

long story

M lily Anson bad chosen this
hour to declare that she would uot be
married to Thomas Simmons—not she!

short,

Tears, revilinge, corporal shakings,

threats or immediate aeaw rrom ner

father, given with a truly awful sincerity of mien, all availed nothing.
Mllly was a weak creature and bad
capacities for stubbornness to be found
In no other. She had long dreamed of
following In Luclnda's footsteps. The
notoriety which had been thrust upon
Lucinda by the gossip starved community shone before her as a prize to be
achieved, and, moreover, there was a

a-clutchln on to me! I'm wore out
If Tom Simwith your pertenses.
mons'll marry you, more fool he, but
I
you better have a thankful heart, anil
reckon you have. As for beln skeered,
I wish you was skeered enough to
break your appetite and stop you from
eatin them snowballs fast as I git the

Stop

half covert and most reprehensible
relish in the men's talk about that
young damsel's frowardness that acted
as a bellows upon the flame of folly in
M lily's bosom. At last she had seized
her opportunity. She was capping all
that had ever been heard of reluctant
maidens. When the storm broke over

'em. îou're a livin example
of tbe truth of the Bible and tbe wisdom of King Solomon,' says I, 'for he
tells how the yearth is disquieted for
three things—yea, four—which It cannot bear,' says I, for I seen that quotin
the Bible ag'in her was strlkin ber
more'n anything else—'a servant when
be relgneth,' I went on, 'a fool when
he's tilled with meat, an handmaiden
that's heir to her mistress and an

frostin

on

her. she was

frightened. Things did

she had forecast.
not seem exactly
"Turnmas," for Instance, was unbecomingly Inexpressive and Inactive amid
as

all these violent energies; but, partly
because she was frightened, she clung
Immovably to the one thing that In ail
the confusion she seemed able to grasp
—the course of conduct marked out In
happier moments. Her poor little
aborted powers of reasoning had of
course left her at the first onslaught,
and now to give way seemed to her

woman wheo she's married or
thinks she's goin to be. It's the same
thing. And now, If you think I made
that up outen my own head, you go I
and read your Bible long euough and I darkened consciousness to be abandonyou'll 1'arn better. At any rate, git I Ing her only plank auild the whirling
back to the house, and don't you step I waters.
your foot iuto this kitchen ag'in,' says i
Imagine Lucltida's feelings. A well
I, 'for,' says I, hollerin after her-she'd I of bitterness were they within her as
done started, tryln to keep laughln, I she sat trying to look unconscious of
like 'twas a Joke—'if you does,' says I, I any special relation to the catastrophe,
'nary a table will 1 set for you. I'm I while the company ebbed and surged
tellin you the truth, and you know I about her In suppressed but delicious
Hut even now from all
what things Is likely to be withouten I excitement.
I sides she felt eyes turning upon her.
me,' says I."
The famous cakemaker had relieved I To lie forever bracketed with this fool
And peppering her
herself, but truth aud Scripture still I was sickening.
failed to make a new Milly, as a little I other emotions was undeniably a sense
It was the after- I of infringement
time was to show.
Mllly Anson of all
noon of the wedding day when Luclnda I pet-pie to imitate lier!
arrived. The ceremony was to be perAt last such guests as could leave
formed that evening. The house was I that night tore themselves away. Our
already full of guests aud was like a I trio were not among them. Till morn*
hive of swarmiug bees, such a buzzing I ing they must spend the weary, broken,
and hurrying and scurrying were there, I dream haunted hours in the midst of
They kept
for toilets were In the making, and I the shattered household.
like Lu I
many u white dress, brought,
apart and spoke little. Lucinda writliclnda's own, lu saddlebags, must now I ed to see how plainly her aunt and
be Ironed out, be the kitchen quarters I Ethan recognized the special sljame
filled with never so much anxiety aud I for their little party in this bigger

ojeous

—

shame and how plainly they show-d
their recognition. She denied to herself llrst its existeuce and then its JusI tlce and denounced Aunt Emmy and
I Ethan for a "pair of ninnies, goiu
I roun' with their heads hnngin 'bout
bridegroom was painfully conspicuous I somethln they bad nothln in this morsoli- I tal world to do with."
Yes, It was
among them, belug a marked and
bis "store" I true.
For once other considerations
tary man by reason of

turmoil of their

own.

The men. more or less unhappy o.nd
stranded, tried to keep out of the way
and staid chiefly out of doors. Despite
Intermittent, decorous efforts to save
himself for the great moment, the

clothes.

Ethan Slmms was exactly the sort of
male creature that looks upon such

I outweighed
I

Aunt Emmy's appetite for
sensation, and she was humbled.
Lucinda got up at dawn. She was
pale, and her mouth was shut with a
absurd on such a befirmness

quite

I curved little face. Before the sun rose
Get the Most
I she succeeded In getting hold of Ethan.
Food
Into
Out of Your
J She dragged him out of doors and
You don't and can't if your etomact I the dewy grass for private converse.
she
is weak. A weak stomach does not di· I The sleepiness left his eyes when
taken into it, I faced him and said fiercely, "I want to
is
that
all
ordinarily
gest
Stratliboro and git married Just
It gets tired easily, and what it fails tt I go to
I as soon as you can saddle up."
digest is wasted.
The poor man's head whirled. A bunAmong the signs of a weak stomact
fits of ner- I dred things seeming to demand cousldare uneasiness after eating,
belch· I eratlon and time sprang to his mind,
vous headache, and disagreeable
I and withal his arms ached to catch this
ing.
"I have taken Hood's Sarsaparllla al I small amazou off the ground and to his

and ι
different times for etomacb troubles,
and bav< I breast. Hut he was a wise one, was
run down condition of the system,
as
been greatly benefited by Its use. I would I Ethan. Ile held himself quite still,
not be without it in my family. I ara trou I be might If α bird bad lighted on bis
weak atom
with
mi
miner
in
bled especially
I bead, until be could answer quietly
ach and nausea and liml Hood's Sarsaparlllc
see about tlie
Invaluable." Ε. B. Hickman, W.Chester, Pa I that he'd go right off and
I horses.
I "You tell Aunt Emmy," said Lucinda

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Strengthen and tone the ctomaob
the wnole digestive system.

anc

nothiu to her; don't say nothln no way.
Jest help her to git ready as if she got
married at Strathboro every day In the
week."
It Is pleasant to know.that In this
case, too. the Impossible became possible, and that 'twist nature, use and
honest purposes Lucinda's marriage
was not a failure, and that she, selfish

You'll find

could etomacb. 'Milly Anson,' says I,
there's no need of your beln any bigger eejet tbnn tbe Lord made you.

Ily discipline. "What air you doln
keepln everybody waltln? Put down
You're only gettlu blm
that baby.
ready to cry when he sees you're a-goIn. You, Rose, take that baby roun* to
the kitchen. Now, pick up that snack
basket and come along."

ii chair In the deserted best
"I never hoarn of anything so
Let her
outdacious in a'l my days.
?ome liome and be married like a Christian. I should think we'd had enough
crazy Jam-in to do us the rest of our
horn lives. I ain't a-goin to have her
mammy sayln I"—
"Good gracious!" broke in Ethan.
"Have I got to go and cote you au long
ae 1 been cot in Lucludy 'fore I kin git
married? Can't you see. Aunt Em, that
1 dasn't stand foolin and argufyin with
that gylrl? Don't you know I've got
to take her when I can git her? And
ΙΓ it ain't now there's no sayln on the
wide yearth when 'twlfl be."
Ethan mopped his brow on his sleeve.
"Shorely. shorely. Aunt Em, 'taln't
a-goin to be you as'll knock over the
There's no tellin
bucket altogether!
what Lucludy'll do next If she's riled.
Bless you -thanky, thankyl Don't say

ping Into

room.

sigh denoting neither sorrow nor
contrition;
A tear drop's not indicative of care.
They are products of the meteorological condition.

at

do and was sure enough gettio a little
fidgety, but jo course I never bad no
such reflection then, and I'd bad all 1

pitality.

delicious and wholesome

AN EXPLANATION.

catchln hold of me, and me with my
bands all In the floor, and says she:
Oh. Cousin Liz, I'm sa skeered! I'm
gettln so skeered!' says she. Now, It's
her
my conviction that she'd made up
mind then as to what she was goln to

Ethan was treated xcith an effusive hos-

more

»oyai auwo wxrtm

tf joa'tl make · diagnosis when you're feellaf «4
and dreary,
Aj you would with any everyday disease)
II you'll (Imply question science m to why you're
plum (nd weary
Anil everything teem* dull and ill (t ease,
Perlaps you will discover, after devious calculations,
The cause of all these symptoms which appall,
And you'll smile as you reflect, in spite of varions
Irritations,
That it's nothing but the weather after all.

The most famous cakrtnaker of the
county, who had been lording It In the
kitchen for a week, was by no means
unmarried, and she bad the toleration
born of a large experience of brides
she found

mSMJUTEiy Pure

Makes the food

secured.

woman.

elect, yet even

royal frs,

human that she was, never regretted
an experiment which cost poor M illy
Ansou dear Indeed, for only after years
of obloquy and sorrow, vain efforts and
journeyings to the "Eelynols," a far
country, was a husbaud for her at last

'a' done It If Tummas hadn't pestered
her Into It Tom Simmons—bless you!
And lastly she bounced In on to me.

I

eminence as a tiling bard to bear, but
qow, as tbe common fate of bride-

grooms, he gazed at tbat long tailed.
blue coat with heavy
I brass buttoned
hearted envy. He was sadly depresaed about his love affair. He was an
(
excclleut fellow, and there is evidence
I
of it In the fact tbat be had moments
: of sympathizing with Lucinda's relue·

Journey.
Truly. Mrs.

"I have been asked to bake the cake
eleben weddln's sence I married my
fust husband." said she afterward, "not
only for my own kin, but among the
Gileses and SImmonses and down to
Strathboro and over the Ridge, and
I've seen a heap of fool gyirls. but I'll
gin up that Milly Anson that week was
a notch beyond any on 'em. 1 stood her
as long as 1 could, and at last 1

"What's keepln Luclndy? Does the
gal think we're Jest a-goln to the fork
of the road and that she's got halfen
the day to spend puttln a rldln skyert
over her head?" fussed Mrs. Simms as
she gathered up the copperas dyed cotton folds of her own traveling costume
and gaVe a final adjusting punch to the

I

&

The travelers went 25 miles the first
and then, all unannounced, descended upon a "neighbor" for the
night. Returned prodigals could not
have been more heartily welcomed.
Much eijuawklng and Uutterlng among
the chickens roosting in the apple trees
In the back yard followed their arrival
and testified eloquently as to the supper that they were to enjoy. But our
business lies now at the end of the

,

day

greenness!

II

^TasTivs

length.

anticipating.

gold lighted blue and gold steeped dewy endurable.

Wanted.
regular

of biddings and forblddlngs upon her,
who expects her to rise to talr dealing
with free and sovereign man? Certainly Luclnda-dld not expect It of herShe never dreamed of such a
self.
thing. She vaguely inteuded to marry
Ethan some time If—maybe—but— In
the meantime she had no notion of permitting him to discover that there woe
any other woman in the world, not
while she had eyes and such long
lashes as well and was really very fond
of tl\e good Ethan. Pity him? What
affectation! He was the most enterMoretained man in seven counties.
But this is
over. he won the game.

affected Milly In a way and degree
well fitted to madden any observer,
especially if she were an unmarried

Stoddard)I

^

she would take bim; but, truly, with
as it le and a bit of a girl
wltb her life to shape with euch a load

ed the loss of a lover and kept him,
and she had an unsurpassed opportunity for the dear Joy of hectoring her
younger sister, the poor lady without
"gover*ment." In fact, she was never
better pleased In her life.
The sun was Just rising next day
when the three horses were brought up
to the great wooden block by the front
gate. And such a day as It was, all

I

bjIo

CT 'V"e

Mrs. Simms and Ethan

stopping overnight with the Todde the world

experience.
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SOUTH PARIS,
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i,!SBEE Λ PARK ΕΚ,
of our statutes calls for their full and
Attorneys and Counsellors at I.aw,
prompt enforcement and satisfactorily
MAINE.
EALLS,
Kl'MFORD
demonstrates their effectiveness.
Department.
\ Special Collection
Λ recent instance of its working, in
Ralph T. Parkei
Uaorge I». Bis be·,
ways not generally appreciated, is of
interest and importance since it indiBUCK.
cates also a desire on the part of the ably
stood well to the front In front of the older log structure, a
large handlers of feeding stuffs to con- have, in fact,
Surgeon Dentist,
cer- big, rough, grassy yard, and at one side
form to the law and to give their cus- thereby demonstrating that there
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
tainly is a place for the dual-purpose cow a garden equally divided between flowtomers high grade goods.
All my t«est work warranted.
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It has been many months since the
whose
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which
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to
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of
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to
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thoroughly
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demonstrated of certain Innovations in the family
We reliandle the product of the mill.
♦
English.
experiment.
luested, the first thing we did, for them luring this extended
Attorney at Law,
in this case was put
'There she sits out there," said Mrs.
;o send us the analysis of it, which they though the silage
MAINE.
DlXriBIJ>,
it
iniles
making
seventeen
away,
'ailed to do, but they still kept trying up
Slmms. pointing to the pair visible as
haul the
to make arrangements with us to handle eewary to
small blots under the distant feathery
hot sun this distance,
our Interests
their meal. We at last requested them
walnut tree, "a-lettin that poor fool
Salary or to send a large sample, which we imrne- ration thus provided proved to be
In Oxford and adj-icent counties.
The silage lasted spark her and as like as not a-lettin
cuamlfMtlon. Address
now
satisfactory.
and
oughly
sent
for
analysis,
iliately
you
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
of AucusL the him 'p'lnt the day ag'ln, and then she'll
we have found it so poor, we certainly until about the middle
Cleveland, Ohio.
M ff°°d 518 the iiret' aDd go kick over the traces once more at
ihall not handle any of it, and shall
aQWaS 8°ITy when 'twas the last minute.
And, talk about bein
nake sure that none of our competitors
H.
the talk of the county, do you reckon,
io. We do not handle any meal that
division
been
no
There seems to have
-uns less than 43 per cent protein, and
Betsey Ann, that anything Is α-goln to
LAND SURVEYOR,
OD
subject, as every man be more talked about on the footstool
vu intend to and try to buy all the meal
South Pari·, Maine.
be
to
interested
appeared
hat we can that contains a higher per
H.i\e ! vl twenty years' experience In the
a gal breakin off her weddln after
nvinced that the silage has proved its than
tlr
lands, etc., of this state. If desired, will
:ent."
begun to bake the cake? Do
they've
furni-h plan, or copy of Held notes, showing
caM
to,
thi8
valu,
The law has resulted in the education
w< rk lone.
that
were
you?"
The
regrets
apparently
only
)f the dealer so that he has knowledge
"Now, Slst' Emmy," began Luclnd&'e
>f the feeding cf the goods he handles. the silage was not put up on the grounds
been '"Ί""1 «» «» mother, exactly as before, "you know
have
feed
dealers
îVhile, as a whole,
there was mighty Jlttle cake baked.
always been anxious to give full value
η the goods they sell, the feeding stuffs
THE XEW 8IL0.
You'd Jeet come and hedn't fairly got
aw enables them to know the quality
The new silo that was built a few Into the fruit cake, and Luclndy never
GRANGE BLOCK,
>f the materials they handle, not only
&
let It get that far afore, and she won't
Over Advertiser Office,
roin their appearance but from their
Lo., is designed to furnish silage for the ag'ln, 'cept she's goln through with It
echnical composition.
The most imbalance of the season.
Tou forglt the feelln's of a gylrL They
Dr. Prudant Bedard
Chakles D. Woods, Director.
proved machinery was used filling this don't alius know their own minds.
for
was
corn
that
with
grown
green
will be In his office on
Ethan Slmms la only your nephew by
FEEDING FOR RICH MILK.
tbe purpose on near-by farms.
!
marriage, and Luclndy's your own
Brown Street, Norway, Me.,
The belief that milk varies in richness
FIRMNESS.
BUTTER
blood niece, and my feelln's la hurt
to the food the cows eat still
tccording
Since less gluten has been included in
all 'l.»y Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
>btains among dairymen whose observaBisf Emmy"—
rations there has been a noticeable
the
week.
of
each
Sunday
ions are based upon a little practical
"Betty Ann, don't begin like that
«stinir in that direction.
Experiment
If
butter. During the months of May and Tou know I'm as fond of Luclndy as
DR. AUSTIN TEIMNEY,
tat ion workers after long and exhaustwhen a great deal of gluten was she wa. my own child. but you never
June,
over
over
and
ve tests have decided
wa8
experienced did bare no govefment and l do wy
igain that food doe» not increase rich- during the very hot weather in getting that to hate all this courtln startln up
a;
fat
less, but that the
quantity depends the butter hard enough to worn, ai
Graduate of tlie Chicago
of the cow,
ag'ln with that eejet-l thlnk the ma
Eye, Ear. Sum ami Throat ipon the individuality
the present time, however, there is little
as the
to
bewitched—when It waa ecan al enough
from day
College.
varying
day
hough
this
rein
no
or
difficulty experienced
Wl I* at KLM HOUSE. NORWAY, Sept. 10 11.
esult of different causes that work on
to have the weddln broke off after the
4-Λ
is
attributed
....
difference
and
the
Sept.
At llrtdgton office,
he cow's nervous system, such as ex- spect,
....
Invitee was ont»- Mrs. Slmms stopSept β
At Krycburg Office,
feed.—
in
to
the
change
principally
josure to the cold, being tormented by
ped an Instant, then escaped tbe laby
Maine Farmer.
etc.
log*,
rlntb of her own sentences by cutt g
Professor Ε. II. Farrington in FarmTHE COACH HORSE LEADS.
through directly to the main matter
irs' Review writes again on the matter
"The gal ought to be made to drop
is
follows:
GEO. W. UISUOF ON MAINE HORSES.
Poplar delivered at my mill, South
In England the dairy authorities seem
size and
more Ethan's buslParis, of
lot yet to have awakened to the fact
hat the food fed a cow does not affect
I wish I could show you how scarce nees than y-than anybody else "■
Will pay market price for same.
he richness of her milk. We can forgive
horses are getting to be, and bring he 'pears mighty anxious not to be
L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris. he English for this ignorance, for they good
the owners of those good Maine mares dropped, whether he's taken or not.
in
the
lave little help frou,i
government
to realize what a chance they will have
"Humpbl Ethan's a plumb eejetBut
PHOTOGRAPHIC he way of experiment stations.
to sell the colts they can breed, if they far be
any denylu of that from mevliat shall be said of the ignorance of only start right.
We are going to see hnt
la full as eager about
Luclndy
SUPPLIES !
)hio legislators, who, having the fullest
high prices for good stock for many
him danglln as he Is, and you
keepln
access to reports of our experiment staOur
years, but it must be good goods.
t
W. P.
ions, yet have passed a law virtually friend, Mr. J. S. Sanborn, is giving an Hrvn't lift your finger about It 1 don
has
estableclaring that the fat in milk is increased eye
and
to the world
Ic.
opener
*··» *lnin St., South Pari·.,
>r decreased according to the compolished fully the theory of the proper women with no go ver1 ment, but
A law is
Mall or 1er· promptly β lie·»
lents of the feeding material.
Just think of most certainly do."
road horse.
gentleman's
actually in force reducing the nocessary what he has done, won five beautiful
Of course her own caprice
the
ceut
iud legal fat limit .5 per
during
silver cups, five blue ribbons, four red
MHO.
discussed by Luclnda and ber
being
did
June.
and
nonths of May
They
ribbons and four yellow, with horses of
The subscriber hereby gives noUee that he has
the walnut tree. *frutb to
under
lover
those
of
tiie
that
belief
administrator
the
during
been duly appointed
his under
his own raising and stallions of hie own
teU these caprices had always furnlsheituu.· of
wo months the succulence of the feed
breeding, in competition, one may say,
*L'SAN E. ADAMS, late of Andover.
wltb conversational material
s such that the fat content is lowered
He
with the champions of the world.
to the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
which otherwise the, ofAll person· having
It is evident that the exhibited at Bar Harbor against the
l»>n<U as the law direct».
η the milk.
are
deceased
demands against the estate of said
)hio law as made is 4*not according to blue ribbon winners of New York and ten must have lacked.
desired u> present the same for settlement, and
tnowledge."
For four years they had been cou
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payPhiladelphia and beat them on their
ment Immediately.
Twenty years ago nearly all farmers own showing. His stalls contain to-day m," and three times a redding.lay had
ADAMS.
D.
KRANK
Sept. 17lh, lDOl.
ind educators believed that feeding a the finest assemblage of horses in the
ich food made rich milk, and feeding state if not in the world.
retreat by
the
Hut since
>oor food made poor milk.
I—TICK.
I visited Mr. Sanborn's fine stock rethe unstable Luclnda had been
has
hat time experiments in the United
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time
to
a
man's
it
is
worth
and
cently,
lieen duly appointed" administratrix of the
as we have already learned, until pubStates have clearly showu that the well·
go from any portion of the state to look
cctate of
ligh universal belief was wrong and at them. He has had to encounter much licity and general condemnation were
SETII BABB, late of Peru.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
:hat milk canuot be made to contain opposition, yet with no one to give him Its well merited portion.
All persons having
UiD'l· a* the* law direct-·.
uore fat by the feeding of fatty foods. a
Luclnda now stood under the walnut
are
deceased
helping hand he has fought his way to
of
said
estate
• again: t the
kVhen a large amount of fat is fed, the the top. If some of the fancy breeders tree a lamentably attractive and ap•ledred to present the same for settlement, and
of
cent
a
make
certain
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to
are
pay
:ow
all Indebted thereto
per
requested
economy
in this country could go there and take pealing figure of a culprit She was
ment Immediately.
All the one look
t and elaborates it into milk.
they would learn something. I only a slip of a thing, though 19 *****
DOLLY K. BABB.
Sept. Ktb.lSOl.
at in the food, in excess of the certain have been to two or three fairs in this
were quoted warnlngly to her. Ibe
and goes off in the
,>er cent, is discarded
state, and what did I see in the horse
few unmarried glrla In the settleif they feed a line? all
Therefore,
for
»xcrement.
Petition
a
are
Discharge.
racing
They
Bankrupt's
pacers.
ood too rich in fat let them know that machine, true enough, but when they
in the matter of
)
V JAMES E. BOGLE. J Λ» Bankruptcy.
brown curia bad eUp;hey are enriching the manure and not get through racing you can't sell them
Bankrupt. I
mill·.
and knots she tried
;he
bands
the
from
oed
in
on
a
to
fact,
they
Disgrocery
wagon;
go
Tu the Hon. Nathan Wkbb, Judge of the
The "certain per cent" spoken of are perfectly useless for all practical
keep smooth. Her brown
trict Court of the United Suites for the District
to
refers
and
furies in different cows,
of Maine:
Give us more good horses.— eves were swimming In tears, which
purposes.
E. BOGLE, of Rumford.'n the County
,-apacity to elaborate butter fat, which Maine Farmer.
were falling one by one over brown
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
increased
be
can
measurably
She
District, respectfully represents that on the ISth rapacity
cheeks as round as a child s.
and
selection
was
feeding.
he
adjudged
duly
•lay of May, la»t past,
>nly by judicious
POULTRY NOTES.
to
knotted her hands in her apron, though
bankrupt under the Acts of Congre·· relating all
Γο what extent blood and milk are idenBankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
It was her beet one and Just Ironed, as
;ical we do not know, though some inhis property and rights of property .and has fully
SKIU MILK.
the opinion
compile·! with all the requirements of said Acts vestigators have expressed
bankhis
and of the orders of Court touching
Skim milk is as valuable for fowls as
care about you, Ethan; you
:hat milk is merely blood held in susruptcy.
Whatever may be the truth that which contains the fat, provided know 1 do I want to marry you some
;>ension.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decree»!
both
that
All
meal
is
added.
cornmeal or linseed
«
by the Court to have a full dlscha-ge f:om all -egardtng this, it remains true
jookoow I *>. But-but1
'lel<t« provable against his estate under sal··
*nd to show constancy in their compo- the bone and muscle producing elements Beem
to settle down right off.
ready
'jankrupt Acts, ex· ept such debts i· »re except
the
butter
the
skim
and
is
in
left
milk,
wtion. This constancy
very necessary; are
«"I by law from such «lis h*rge.
looks sort of dreadful-everything
were it not so the blood might so vary fat removed is of but little value to
Bated this ISth day of Septemb· r, A. D. 11101.
a
commilk
should be fed while
to
cause
JAMES E. BOGLE, Bankrupt.
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The
within a short time
poultry.
On this
life, Î like being a gylrl.
Order of 3 οtie· There··
plete collapse of the whole system.— warm and fresh if a cream separator is ,our
Dutk ct ok Maine, sa.
and not sour milk, though fresh last word this frivolous young person
Hoard's Dairyman.
used,
<>n this ilst day of Sept., A. D. lbOl.on reading
buttermilk ie excellent.
eaagbt ber breath and began to sob.
the foregoing petition, It Is
SELECTING Λ ΒΚΚΕΓ).
CUPPINGS.
ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon the aauie on the 12th day of Oct., A. D.
Poultry breeders have several times
1'ΛΙ, before SJtld Court at Portland, In said DisFruit growers will take note of the endeavored to settle the question as to
trict, at 10 o'clock In th* forenoon; and that noof
our
tice thereof be published In the Oxford OeuH»and
exhibition
innual convention
which breed of poultry is the best for honost. dust colored head turned fro
crat. a newspaper prlnte 1 In said District, and
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that all known cedltors, and other persona In *tate pomological society
general purposes. The Brabmas, Ply- the melting s^ht beside
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in
time
place, Dexter
mouth Rocks, Wyandottee, Leghorns,
Interest, may appear at the said
—I would, too-oo. A gylrl aln t like a
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market prices for quality.
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ω
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How
of
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furnish a
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for
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S. Holt.

Democrat.

Oxford

The

I airily.

"Lor* a'migbtyl" broke forth Aunt
J1 Emmy
in tones of real Irritation, drop·

a

Of extra moisture that is in the air.
So perhaps It's not in reason fortune's chance to
be reviling
Or to vow life's store of happiness is small,
the sun comes out again, again we will
when
For
be smiling;
It'· nothing but the weatlier after all.
—Washington Star.

SPIRIT SLATE WRITING.
Myaterlons Sentence· Are
l'repuretl la Advance.
Spiritualistic slate writing. If cleverly
done, always makes a marked Impression on u magician's audience because
it utterly bailies their efforts to detect
the trick.
They see a small cabinet
tbe

How

above the stage by means
It has an open
of cords or ribbons.
The magician
front and Is empty.
turns it around so that every part of
it may be seen und taps it inside and
out with bis wand to show that it is

suspended

no now.

Ou α stand near by be bus a small
u coimnon school slate, a bottle
of India ink with α quill pen in it and

eust'l,

few sheets of ordinary white writing
All these he passes around
paper.
among the audience for examination.
Then be llxes a sheet of the paper to
the slate by means of wafers, places
the slate on the easel and the easel In
the cabinet, together with the bottle of
Ink, the latter having the pen still in it.
Hnving allowed the audience to see
the articles thus arranged in the cabibe throws a large silk handkera

net,

chief over It

Mysterious

sounds are

Immediately heard, and the cabinet
shakes us if some living thing bud entered it When the sounds and the
shaking cease, he
kerchlef, showing

removes

an

the huud-

Inscription writ-

the paper
ten in bold black letter»
and the pen not In the ink bottle, but
lying on the bottom cf the cabinet. He
then removes the paper from the slate
on

and passes it around for examination,
when the writing is immediately recognized as having been dono with India
Ink.

The f.vplunatlon of the trick Is simple. The writing was done in advance
by the performer, the fluid used being
a solution of sulphuric ucid of the purest quullty. To make the solution 50
drops of the concentrated acid are added to one ounce of filtered water. Writ-

ing done with this solution Is Invisible

When so exto heat.
posed, it comes out perfectly black,
looking exactly like dried India ink.
The beat is applied by means of an
electric current running over wire with
which the slate Is wound. The cords
until

exposed

by which the cabinet is suspended conceal copper wires, which, conduct the
enrrent to the slato. Black silk threads
suitably attached enable the performer
to make the sounds In the cabinet, to
cnuse the cabinet to shake and to Jerk
the pen out of the ink bottle.
Several sheets of paper are prepared
In advance, each with a different inscription, the performer telling one inscription from another by secretly
marked pin pricks.—New York Herald.

co..

»iw vow.

CONFECTIONS FROM GRAIN.
Wheat and Malt I wd In the Ha···
facture of Candy.
A manufacturing plant In New Jersey, formerly used as a manilla paper
mill, Is now operated by a corporation
engaged In the unique Industry of making confections from wheat nnd malt,
about the hut materials in the world
one would cxpeet to find in candy.
In the earlier stages of the process
the grain is funned, ground and mixed
In proper proportions. Then It Is cooked to a mash, from which a thin sirup
le squeezed by hydraulic presses and
conducted to a great iron evaporator.
Thence the sirup is carried In pipes to
Here It Is vigorously
a vacuum pan.
Tho
stirred and further evaporated.
thickened sirup Is drawn off into huge,
shallow tin pans, where It Is cooled
and hardened. Plain or flavored with

peppermint, the mnss is a rich golden
brown in color. Combined with chocolate it is dark as the familiar caramel
in the candy shops.
When a batch of poods Is needed for
the market, the stock in the pans Is
broken into pieces and put into a boiler
It is
surrounded by a steam Jacket.
reduced by heat to the consistency of

an old fashioned candy pull.
Skilled workmen shape the mass Into
long strips that lie like golden snaker
on u board table.
They are fed to a cutting machine, a
noisy little monster with nn Insatiable
appetite for sweets. You could almost
cover the machine with a hat, yet It
turns out malt creamlets nearly as fast
as a Maxim gun hurls a storm of bul-

ta£fy at

The Iwjys who carry the creamlets from the machine to the tables
where they are wrapped have little
time for meditation.—Chautauqua Herald.

lets.

EDITOR STOREY'S NOTION.
Which He Remitted
on
Fine nnd Itulaed a Salary.

Theory

a

"I was slashing copy on old Storey's
Chicago Times many years ago," said
one of the guest» at a reunion dinner.

"We had a correspondent in an Illinois
town who simply would not schedule
his matter, but as he generally sent
good stuff we let him run on, slashing
his stuff to suit the exigencies of the
night Besides, his stuff always suggood headlines, and that was

gested

of Storey's hobbles.
"On one occasion tho correspondent
sent up about 700 words which went
into 100, with nothing over. On the 100
words I constructed a headline which
whs right up to the mark. Thv; uext
duy I was instruc ted to tell the man
who made out the chocks for the counoff the
try correspondents to knock £0
corresiK)udent's pay.
"When he received his check, he
wrote to Mr. Storey saying that under
ordinary circumstances he wouldn't
kick about the deduction, but in this
instance he did because the
one

particular

a
fool headline over the item made by
fool telegraph editor had infuriated the
In the
man whose name was mentioned
dispatch and brought on a light betho
tween him and the correspondent,
result of which was that the correwas lined $»r> In the police

spondent

court
"Mr. Storey wus a very Just man
when you got at him the right way.
the
He Instructed the cashier lo send
lino
correspondent the amount of the
and raised my salary because the headThat
line 1 wrote had caused a row.
u headwas his way of encourugmg
line writer."—New York Sun.
Cltifi Without Nlomi,
Berlin has noue of the horrible areas
which disgrace Ixindou and so many
towns. Even In tho poorother

English

eat quarters the dwellings ure good,
comthe streets well paved, clean and
It also has no slums
wide.
paratively
word.
In the English sense of the
In
Kioto, In Japan, and Sevastopol,
Russia, both houst an absence of slums
and paupers. In England the largest
manufacturing town which Is free from
this

reproach

is

probably. Iluddersdeld,

and after that would come Leamington Spa and London by the Sea.—Peareon's Weekly.
There

They Were.

gentlemen," explained the
"as
pickpocket to his fellow prisoners,
"I am here,

the result of a moment of abstraction."
"And I am here," said the Incendiary,
of
"because of an unfortunate habit
said
muking light of things." "And I,"
"
on account of a simple
the forger,
desire to make a name for myself."
"And I," added the burglar, "through
an
nothing but taking udvantage of
meropening which offered in a large
cantile establishment in town."—Kansas

City Independent

Sleeping Room·.
In all sleeping apartments where caran
pet !s used, in the interest of health,
uncovered painted margin should ensurround the room so as to pre-

tirely

vent the accumulation of dust, possibly
containing dangerous internes In the
cracks. If this border is regularly
washed with water containing a disinat
It.
Krrplnv
will also aid materially In
There Is a very old but very good fectant, It
room.
the
story about a boy who was engaged purifying
one winter day lu putting a ton of coal
Not Overeleted.
Into a cellar. Ills only implement was
said the effusive lady
"I
suppose,"
a
this,
Noticing
a small Ore shovel.
was visiting the Meektone, "that
who
benevolent old gentleman expressed
she has the best
your wife Is sure that
surprise and commiseration.
husband that ever lived."
"My son," said the gentleman, "you
"Yes," answered Meekton, with somesurely do not expect to put in all thut
thing like a sigh. "But at the same
coal with that little shovel?"
time I dont believe she thinks that is
"Oh, yes, I do," replied the boy cheerWashington
much for me."
saying
at
to
Is
do
to
keep
fully. "All I have
Star.
It"
There Is a lesson In this story for
Advice From War Γρ.
In
young and old, and It Is exemplified
"Understand me," said the balloon to
—

the lives of the great men of the world.
best
It is a mistake to suppose that the
of
work of the world Is done by people
great strength and many opportunities.
"Keeping at It" is the secret of success.

—Exchange.

Lett (landed Medicine.
An Atchison druggist tells this story
and declares that It Is true: ne had
tousllltis, but did not send for α doctor, as be knew he would be all right
But
as soon as the swelling "broke."
his wife was worried and Insisted on
sending for a doctor. When the doctor arrived, he looked through his medicine case, mil said he had nothing
suitable for the patient; that the medicine he ha-' was for the right side,
whereas the swelllug In the throat was
on the left side. Then he hurried away
to get his left handed

son

Globe.

medicine.—Atchi-

the

parachute,

"I

wouldn't

for

tho

world encourage drinking habits In the

the eam<
young and Innocent, but at
time I don't think a drop would hurl
you In the least."
Whereupon the parachute dropped*—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Expensive Tutei SatlsSed.

Nell—I didn't think Cholly would evstf
make up his mind to get married. He
had such expensive tastes.
Belle—That accounts for It lie says
bis wife is the dearest girl In the world.
—Philadelphia Record.
Toagh World.
"I tell you," said the curbstone
moralist "this Is a tough worid."
"That's so," the busy man took tlm·
to reply, "and very few of □* will get
out of It alive.**—Philadelphia Teè»

graph.

—'

THE OXFORD BEARS.

(ESTABLISHKD M».

gtmocvat,

Oxford

Jhe

BUCKFIELO.

Mrs. A. A. Farrar, Μτβ. Ε. M. Atrwood
and Lenora Packard, who have been ill
of late, are reported favorably.
Mrs. Walter Turner, who hM
been in poor health, ia seen in all fanweather riding out in search of P«re air.
Mn. Jeanette Atwood waa somewhat

THE DOINQ3 OF THE WEEK IN All
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSU KO TUK8DATS.

,l^g

FRYEBURG.
Misa Ellen Lynoh went to Portland

where Mr·. Anne Spring
Lynch baa taken an apartment (or the

on

Saturday,

winter.

Rev. Ε. H. Abbott attended the
national council at Portland, but came
1901.
OCT.
22,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE,
back on Wednesday with a friend and
PARIS HILL.
claaamate, Rev. Mr. Tweedy of Utica,
improved at last accounts.
v
He returned to Portland on
C. B. Atwood and wife have been to Ν. T.
AT WOOD A FORBES,
dm Baptist Church, 1er. H. H. Btibop,
Abbott with
Mr. Atwood wtorn- Thuraday, taking Mra.
Pastor. Γ reaching every Sunday M il Λ. ·. Portland recently.
K4IWfl «■< FffHKw».
Sunday School at fi M. Sabbath "Evening 8er ed Thursday leaving Mrs. A. for a longer him.
Tie· at 7:·) r. M. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 JO r. M.
Universalis! Church : Her. J. C. Snow, £. D.,
Bridgham saw a flock ofwild
lee erery Sondar at
pastor. Preaching sen kt
geese the 11th inet. They appeared to
Tiim» —fi an » year If paid strictly la advance. Il a. M.
11 ■.
Sonday school
have lost their reckoning and leader.
Otherwise #i.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent». |
As Mr. Knapp, of Turner, was driving
Rev. W. W. Hooper will occupy the
All legal advertisements
A DTUTlSKXXirra
his horse became frightened,
at the Univeraalist church next by an engine
are given three consecutive laeerûon» for il JO
palpit
throwing him out, running very
per '■»*>■ la length of column. Special contracte Sunday at the usual hour.
made wUh local, transient and yearly advertl·here and there, final y
Many inquiries are made by visitors "promiscuously"
ere.
without damage of any
as to how they can obain stopping
Hill
the
to
Jon PiDrrao .—New type, fa·» preeeea, «team
It is reported that we got our correadmission to Hamlin Memorial Hall and
lat
power, experienced w or km α and low ρrice·
somewhat mixed of
combine to make thla department of oar bu»l- see the valuable collection of Oxlord spondence
our dispatches to the wrong
neee complete and popular.
County minerals there. It has been sending

^Geo.

A. K. foins.

bMMi M. atvood.

eor}-

there will be no occadecided by the directors of the libiary craft. We hope
sion for a codrt martial to grow outof
association to charge a fee of 10 cents
tnULE COPIES.
would happen
Admission can be ob- it We have expected it
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent· for opening it.
but in extenuation we plead
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by tained by calling at the house of Mr. E. some time,
the publisher· or tor the convenience of patron·
old age, nevertheless young lovera have
B. Curtis, who lives in the house south
dngle copie· of each Issue have been placed on
been known to make such mistakM.
:
of the library building.
•ale at the following place· In the County
Friday evening comes off the Baptist
Parlln'e Drug Store.
South 1'arla,
Mrs. George D. Bisbee and Miss Mary
A. E. Morse of
Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
were the fair at Nezinscot Hall.
Falls
Kumford
of
Bisbee
L
Soye·' Dreg Store.
Norway,
South Parie is to read.
week.
last
here
relatives
of
Stone's Drug Store.
guests
Frank Barrett and Geo. Morrill ha
Alfred Cole, Poetmaater.
Buckflekl,
William 6. Harlow of Dixfield was at
A. F. Lewi·, Insurance Office.
been buying and shipping cider apples.
Fryeburg,
week.
Hill
last
Paris
Mr·. Harlow, Post Office.
Pari· Hill,
We learn that Morrill got thrown from
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson went to Boston on
Samuel T. White.
Went Parts,
his carriage and considerably injured on
the excursion Monday morning.
George R. Hammond, the builder, met
Cartbo»
Oxford County Court Directory with a serious accident Friday afternoon.
...

and

|

County Officers for
1901-2.

Supreme Judicial Court.
Terms fer 1902.
Second Tuesday of March.
Second Tuesday of October.

Probate Court.
At Soatli Parla,

Tuesday of each month except August.
At Frysbtifg.
Tuesdays of June and December.
At Rsmford Falls.

Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday
of Mar, third Tuesday of August, second Tuesday of November.

Court of

County

Commissioners.

At South Paris.

Ucgular sessions Second Tue*' lay of May.
Last Tuesday of I
First Tut;*lay of September.
1
December.

County

Bethel. I

East Stoneham.
Mexico

Officers.

Charles F. Whitman, South Paris,
County Attorney.
Ellery C. Park, Bethel.
J. Haatlng* Bean, South Paris, Register of Deeds,
tc kley Ballant, Fryeburg,
Reglster'of Deed·, (Western Dletrlct.)
Addition F. Herrlck. Bethel, Judge of Probate.
Albert D. Park. South Paris, Register of Probate.
Ueorge M. Atwood, South Paris, County Trea*.
Jauie· R. Tucker, South Pari·, Sheriff and Jailer.
CTk of Courts.

Deputy

Sheriffs.

Henry E. Hammond, Crier,
James L. Parker.
Thaddeu· Croe·,
Albert P. Bassett,
Cyrus M. Wonnell,
George G Shirley,
Kdgar L. Flint,
James W. Chapman,
Walter C. Bassett,
Don A. Gates,
Konello A. Barrows,
A. F. Warren,
Harris L. Elliott,
John F. Davis,
Milton Penley,
Fred A. Porter,
Addison E. Holt,
Wellington Bird,
COMING

Paris.

Norway.
Norway.
Norway.
Bethel

Fryeburg.

Kaet Hiram.
Porter.

Lovell

Dlxfleld.
Canton.

Buckfleld.

Rumford Falls.

Bridgton.

N

Bethel.

Rumford Falls.

Waterford.
Bryant'· Pond.

EVENTS.

Maine State Sun lay School Aseo
elation, Lewleton.
3u, 31.—Oxford Atwoclatlon of Unlversallrte,

Oct.

Dtxflekl.

5.—Oxford Pooion* Grange, Bolster's
Mille.
r. Λ —Centennial of
Norway I" nlve realist
r.

Church.

KKW

AOV KKT1SKM KSTs.

KurtHlan Veete.
Winter Overcoats.
Another Big DriveNon KeeMent Tax Notice, Town of Parle.
Ο. K. -Swivel Plow.

MAINE NEWS NOTES.
Mrs. Salome Sellers of Deer Isle celebrated her 101st birthday Tuesday, and
received a message of congratulation
front her old neighbor, Nathaniel Robbin», who is 102.

dynamite
By the explosion of a
caps with which he was playing 7-yearold Jarvie Cram of Pattagumpus, Medway, was instantly killed. He had wandered away from the house and found
the caps in the loft of an outhouse.
box of

!

1
B

■

An Island Falls dispatch of the Bangor News says that Charles tilidden of
Dyer Brook committed suicide Tuesday
morning by shooting himself through
He leaves no
the breast with a rifle.

family.

insanity

Despondency
thought to

was

or

temporary

be the cause.

lady residing in Westbrook was a
deal annoyed the other evening by
er door bell ringing every few minutes,
an investigation shewing no one to be
there. Finally when her patience and
A

{ood

had about given out and she was
that small boys had
never been invented, it was discovered
that a pet cat was upstairs playing with
the wire.
nerves

devoutly wishing

The

herring

fishermen

otherwise shaken up and hurt.
The season at The Beeches has been
so successful that Dr. Hammond begins
work this Monday morning on the
John
fouudation for another addition.
Tlere
M. Murch will do the building.
the
in
are still a number of guests
house.
Mrs. M. B. Marble, Mr. and Mrs.
John Pierce, Mrs. O. A. Thayer and
Mrs. E. G. Harlow went to Boston on
the excursion Monday morning for a

week's stay.

and

weir

owners down in
Passamaquoddy Bay
and about in the Bay of Fundy are uneasy because of the appearance of the
squid in those waters. When the week

A.

Allen returned to

Philadelphia Monday.

Charles Maxim is fixing over his
house, adding two new rooms and a
plana. Mrs. Maxim's health is very

I P°\Vesley

I

I Wnf.

Mr^andMrs.

j
I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

They

tàlatj.

Professor J.

MOUNTAIN DISTRICT.

Mrs. I.ydia Hammond has gone to
Boston on the excursion.
Turner is intending to do the
Loren B. Merrill, who had somewhat same, or at least to add one room.
recovered, is again contined to the house I The
scenery around the mountain is
with blood poisoning, a new sore having
Nature is the
very beautiful just now.
broken out.
finest painter, and she is doing her best.
in
was
Thomas F. Lamb of Portland
s
"rumforo.
town a short time last week.
Mrs. S. L. Moody and children went
Joseph C. Cummings died Saturday
from
typhoid to South Paris Saturday.
night at the age of 5S,
fever. Mr. and Mrs. Cummings went to
Irving Eastman is working for b. L·.
weeks M
two
about
the Pan-American
fever
the
with
taken
was
He
since.
Virgin from Rumford Falls was
while at Butfalo, the fourth day after at M. F. Virgin's Sunday.
Miss Anna Tuttle went to Paris Wedleaving home, and on the advice of a
physician came home at once, but lived
only eight days after reaching home. I
Henry Stevens have anMr. Cummings was the son of the late I other grandson.
...
Jonathan and Huldah (Chesley) CumMr. Holland Eastman has raised the
mings, and has always lived in Paris, roof of his house.
lie has been engaged in farming and in
M. K. Stevens is selling his hens for
the meat business, and has dealt in live 120 cents apiece.
a
been
He has
stock to some extent.
EAST WATERFORD.
respected citizen, and will be missed in
a widow
leaves
He
Alton Ames has gone to Machias to
the community.
The funeral will be I work this winter.
but no children.
held at the house Tuesday afternoon at 3 Mrs. Henry Young is improving.
2 o'clock.
Harry Hill and Helen Sanderson are
visiting in Lewiston and Auburn.
WEST BETHEL
J E. Mclntire & Sons held an auction
"Weep, Mother Nature, weep;
The cattle went
sale of cattle the 17th.
Summer is «lead.
See' there «he lies In her shroud of flouera, I rather cheap.
G. L. Hilton is digging a ditch the
Drooping lier sun-crowned head;
While the Past Hours
of one of his fields to drain it.
length
bed.
Kneel all weeping round her flowery
Skinner Bros, have exchanged a horse
"Blow gently. Autumn Winds:
with A. F. Andrews & Sons for a pair.
Stgh soft and low;
I Winslow Biebee is building a small
Summer only knew Zephyr's balmy breath.
But she th.tt loved him so
house in the pasture, which he reserved
Now lies in death.
when he sold his farm to Wyman
Sing ye her dirge—but sing it soft and low."
I Never».
On the date of this paper we comp.ete
Josie Sanderson came home from
I Bridgton Academy last week sick, but
ouj· third score of years.
iumε.: lut* r
ori)^v was ai uuiuc uvui
was able to return Monday.
pire road on Sunday last.
Roy Johnson has sold his stock and
The roadsides are
carpeted vitli horses and gone to Oxford to work for
crimson and yellow leaves.
Ira ilarriman.
Bertie Briggs is making some needed
BROWN FIELD.
repairs on "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Δ. J. Haskell is running his cider mill
Dr. Fitch and C. £. Spring are intendnear
Bethel station, but comes home ing to take advantage of tbe Maine Central Railroad excursion to Buffalo next
nights.
Mrs. Asa Prescott and son of South week.
Paris visited relatives here last week.
Quite a number went to the Grand
A. B. Tyler of Northwest Bethel made Lodge, I. O. O. F., Oct. 15th.
us a pleasant call Sunday.
Mrs. Fitch has returned from a visit to
Those who have apples are picking friends in Sebago.
this
is
a
then», but there
yea;*.
scarcity
Earle & Howard gave a tine show at
The heavy fall of rain on Monday was Town Hall Saturday.
Howard, the
followed by beautiful autumn weather. drummer
boy, gave us fine music. He
Claude X. Mills of Portland visited hit was in tbe war of '61 as drummer boy,
parents and grandparents Sunday.
when only 12 years old.
L. Ë. Allen is making some repairs
and changes on the interior of hie
The remains of Mr. Jere C. Adams
residence.
were brought from Stoneham for burial
NORTH STONEHAM.
in the village cemetery this week.
Mrs. Fred Farnham is yet at the Maine
Leonard Gammon has been quite U nie
General Hospital in Portland for surgifrom rheumatism.
Lon Brown of Stoneham and Will cal treatment. She is now well on the
Grover of Albany are running a thresh- road to recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Blake, Taming machine in this vicinity.
Austin McAllister and family visited worth, X. H., were in town last week.
M re. L. J. Chadbourne is on a two
their brother, H. B. McKeen, last week.
A party of hunters are building a weeks' visit at her old home in Everett,
Mass.
She will return to Maple Ridge
camp near Riley McKeen's.
We received a call from Uncle Hiram Cottage the middle of November.
Mrs. Abbie Boynton is at work in the
McKeen Saturday. He is quite smart
for a man of his age, being 86 and get- family of Ε. B. Bean, while Mrs. Chad·
ting about as well as some young men. bourne is on a vacation.
Mrs. Anne S. Lynch has moved her
KEZAR FALLS.
house fixtures to Portland, and is now
health
such
is
in
Rev. Mr. Potter
poor
keeping house at 70 Park Street, and has
that he has been obliged to go away foi her granddaughter, Miss Ellen Lynch,
is
Mr.
to
Rev.
a while
rest.
Greenhalgo
with her.
to occupy his pulpit through bis absence.
Mr. John McDonald lost a valuable
There is an effort being made to horse last week. The horse had his leg
this
in
T.
a
W.
U.
C.
place.
broken while in the stall during the
organize
Susan Chapman has gone to Portland night, and they cannot account for the
for the winter.
accident.
Mr. Daniel Cotton, one of the oldest
SOUTH RUMFORD.
men in town, aged S7 years and 3 months,
Died. Oct. 18th, infant son of George died on the 14th
inst., at his old home
Boissenault, aged 7 weeks.
on Tibbetts Hill in school district No. β.
Ella Noyes is at home for a few weeks'
Mr. Cotton was the last surviving memrest after doing table work at the Poland
ber of the family of Elisha Cotton, Sr.,
summer.
all
House
Spring
who came to Brownfield from Cornish
her
visited
M. L. Wyman
Mrs.
prior to 1814.
brother, Wilson Thomas, at East RumΕ. B. Bean has been confined to the
Miss Annie
ford several days recently.

was a very light supply
in the many weirs near Eastport, and
not a large quantity reached the city.
The squid seem to drive the herring out
of the small coves into deeper water, Morgan returned home with her for a
where the weirs are not located and few days' visit.
Will Freeman is building a stable.
there are indications of a scarcity for
A family by the name of Thayer from
the next few weeks.
Vermont are living in John Welch's
William Bowley of Skowhegan, aged house.
Mr. Thayer is working with his
and
shot
was
10 years,
team for A. J. Knight in his wood lot
accidentally
of
Houlton
L.
Vail
Edwin
killed by
near Zircon.
Sunday, the 13th, at West Hastings
a
was
mistaken
for
PERU.
brook.
Bowley
deer. Vail and a companion were walkWill Slom of South Gardiner was
ing along the bed of the brook when around last week with a full line of fall
they saw what to them appeared to be and winter goods.
a deer lying in the tall grass near the
Qute a number of the Grangers turnVail tired and ed out and dug and picked up U. G.
dry bed of the stream.
the bullet struck Bowley in the side of Lunt's potatoes, as he has been sick and
the face, coining out at the back of the unable to work.
head, and passing through the hat worn
P. G. Barrett and H. E. Stillman went
Bowley died to Portland on the Odd Fellows' excurby Bowlev's companion.
sion this week.
instantly.
Barrett & Kidder are loading a car of
The West Branch Penobscot drive has cider
apples for Frank Barrett of Sumreached Argyle boom. In the drive are ner.
are also loading a car of
30,000,000 for the saw mills. The drive winter apples, which they are buying.
is so late that few if any of the logs can
They pay $3 per barrel.
be rafted out this fall. This is the
latest arrival of the West Branch drive
LOCKE'S MILLS.
of which there is any record. It is beS. S. Felt still continues very sick. Dr.
lieved by some of the lumbermen that in Yates of West Paris visits him several
future the saw logs cut around and above times each week.
Geo. Felt, his son,
Chesuncook Lake will not be driven to and his
Mrs. Geo. Cross, are
daughter,
in
wintered
but
boom the same year,
with him.
Chesuncook and brought down on the
L. P. Bryant is repairing his building.
the
freshet
following year. By D. D. Cross and Chas. Farr are helping
spring
this method a good deal of money and him.
worry would be saved, while the logs
J. Will Emery of Maiden, Mass., has
would be available for manufacture as made a continual
gain in health in the
the
as
in
case
of
drive,
present
early
Our good clear
past three weeks.
which will not reach the mills until monntain air is more beneficial in
many
next spring.
cases to the rundown Massachusetts
doctor's
"Maineacs" than the
drugs.
HERE AND THERE.
Payson Rich has sold ont his mill
business in Byron and next week he and
It may be well to note, in this state of Will Seams are going prospecting for
sacred game laws, that two of the fatal lead on his land in that place. He has
though t-it-was-a-deer accidents of the found several fine specimens and is in
season have occurred in close time—one hop? s to find still better.
We understand that Ralph Emery,
on the 28th of September, and the other
who had A. J. Ayer's farm last year, has
on Sunday.
moved into the Lyman Russell house at
South Bethel.
A Canadian statistician considers that
there is little danger of an immediate
The ladies' circle met this week with
famine in wood pulp, as he figures that
the forests of Canada alone will furnish Y re. Alrairon Cross, and was a very
the world's supply, at the present rate pleasant gathering.
Rev. Mr. Potter will remain
Unof consumption, for 840 years.
away over
fortunately it is not stated whether his next Sabbath. Although very feeble he
calculation· include a reckoning of the ia some better.
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Fox are atill in
natural growth" of the wood, nor, if
that is the case, is it stated how often a the place visiting.
The party which went from this plaoe
lot may be cut over and keep its
Indeed, that is a question which to the Pan-American exposition, nave
Linerican students of forestry are hard- returned, and report a fine time.
Quite a number from this town went
ly qualified as jet to answer with oerto Boston on the reoant axoaraion.

opened there

5ood.

STREAKED

I

County Commissioners.

Phllbrook, Chairman,
«'onathan Bartlett,
Randall L. Taylor,
John M

of the late Stephen

E. Irish, of Hartford, is the guest of her
brother-in-law, Wm. Irish.
Miss Eliza Ann Tilton, who» diedI at
the home of her nephew, A. F. Tilton
was born
of Auburn, on the 12th mst
in I.ivermore, July 19, 1825. ^he le
Buckfield Oct. 3d intending to spend the
Her
winter at Vineyard Haven Mass
remains were accompanied to this place
the 14th where funeral services were
held, Rev. Mr. Munson officiât ng.
Burial at Bucklield cemetery. The kmdlv offerings of flowers and assistance
proffered by friends and neighbors are
kindly remembered by her kindred.

was

Setoud Tuesday of February.
Seroud Tuesday of October.

Fît H

Lewis M.

While he was at work
Mann's mill at West Paris, a board
which he was carrying was caught by
the high wind, and he was literally
He fell about
blown off the staging.
thirty feet, striking on a cement barrel
which was lying on its side. The barrel
on

partly crushed, and probably saved
One arm was
him from worse injuries.
broken near the shoulder, and he .vas

Tsrtas fer 190L

Third

,bWrç.P gX**ïïWît"

supply

house for the past three weeks by a
of sciatica.
Mrs. Clayton Spring is visiting her
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus Yates, at West Baldwin.
Mr. Ormand Sands, who has a position as storekeeper for the Marine Club

painful attack

in town a few
in Brooklyn, Ν. Y.,
days last week, on a visit to his father
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. John Sands.
Mr. Carl Blake, who went to Boston
on the
last week expecting
electric road, has returned home, having been rejected on account of the loss
The company will emof one finger.
ploy no one who is not physically ableAll employes
bodied in all respects.
are as carefully examined as for military
or naval service.
It was thought there would be no
apples in this section the present year,
but the cider mille find plenty of work—
perhaps it may be in grinding small
was

employment

BETHR.

There

was no

preaching

Mrs. Poet left for her winter home In
Miaa Rachel
on Priday,
Weaton went with her as far aa Boaton,
where ahe will remain for the winter,
studying in the normal art aohool.
Miaa Bertha Harriman haa gone back
for her third year at the Emeraon School
of Oratory.
Several persons are expecting to go to
his sickness.
Boeton on the excuraion via Portland the school children in the brick buildMrs. Price goes Saturday to her home
on the 21at.
ing. Miss Moore is possessed of a very
in Massachusetts.
and
the
in
amount
of
ia
magnetism
Whitmore
large
personal
Albert
teaching

Pittaburg, Pa.,

Haley neighborhood.

ease

GREENWOOD.
The rain laat Sunday night raiaed the

streams so that one more like it muet
put the ponda nearly up to high water
■nark; but the etorm continued all day
Monday, which made Mrs. Coburn'a
auction rather a wet and unpleaaant
affair. There waa quite a crowd preaent
however, and the gooda, conaideriifÎJ
that they were moetiy old and partly
worn out, sold fairly well.
Edgar Morgan bought the farm for
$225, which, had it been well eituated,
would have sold for two or three times
Coburn knows
Mra.
that amount.
nothing about own parente or other
relation,
being adopted when very
young; and now goea back to Washington, D. C., where she formerly resided.
No one has picked ripe raspberries
about here, so far as known, this fall,
but there are plenty of strawberry blossoms, and Wednesday the pumpkins
were harvested without having been
touched by frost. Neither is the.cotton
plant grown here, although it seems to
flourish within the limita of the county.
I. W. Swan and wife visited J. W.
Cummings of Albany last week, and
were detained until Tuesday on account
of the rain. Laura fCummings) Bumpua
of Auburn, who was so feeble in health
all summer, has so far recovered as to
be stopping at preeent with her parents.
Dannie Bryant is at work for Cummings brothers barreling apples. Those
raised about here have not yet been put
up, hence the amount must still be deferred until they are.
EAST BETHEL.
Z. W. Bartlett has gone to Byron,
where he has an interest in the millf
there.
Miss Rose Kimball is spending a twc
weeks' vacation at her home in thii

place.

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Shurtleff of Soutb
Paris visited this place the 16th.
Mrs. W. F. S. Litchfield from Revere,
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C,
M. Kimball.
Mrs. G. W. Tracy visited her daugh
ter, Mrs. Edith Whitney, in Harrison
last week.

of

manner.

She holds her audience

from first to last. She is thoroughly in
earnest in her work, and success must

her efforts.
The Ladies' Club met Thursday, and
the study of civics is proving very in- day.

Mr. Wm. B. Garfield started for his
teresting.
R. S. Bean
Mr. Buckley of Leeds is in Bethel home in Boston Friday.
assisting Mr. Green in the labeling de- carried him to Bethel.
Rev. Charles Whittier, who has been
partment of the corn shop.
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason has been in Bidde- absent for some time, has returned.

attending the State Federation of
Woman's Clubs.
INTEREST IN MAINE WATER POWERS.
The Universalist Circle made a very
the United SUUet Geological Surrey,

ford

(Prom

Division of Hydrograpnj.)
interesting study of Tolstoi and his
writings at their last meeting.
of Maine bas two internal
state
The
Thursday afternoon and evening the
of great importance which are
ladies of the Methodist Society held questions
renewed attention. For years
their annual harvest supper and sale of receiving
it has stood pre-eminent in the value of
fancy articles. A large number partook its forest resources;
with proper attenof the bountiful supper, and the tooths,
its water resources
which had been artistically arranged, tion and development
no less valuable and im-

Useful and will prove
drew many customers.
fancy articles, home-made candies and portant.
The state is fortunate in possessing a
ice-cream were for sale, and brought
which
A combination of physical features
returns into the treasury.

good

unusually large
produced
program was given by Dr.
water power streams, nameSturdivant and Professor W. S. Wight, ber of good
and thickly wooded ridge
with Mrs. Sturdivant accompanist, ly, an elevated
Northern
The or highland in the Central and
which was fully appreciated.
thousand feet above sea
ladies report this the most successful portion,' several
level, from which the descent is rapid,
fair they have ever held.
a very important feature, the
Mr. J. V. Holt, who has been a guest and also,
of a large number of lakes
at Mr. J. U. Purington's, returned to hie presence
on the higher lands which may
home Saturday, and will resume hie situated
to act as storage reserlabors at the bank in Boston Monday. easily be made
and keep constant the
Mrs. Holt will remain with her parent* voirs to regulate
flow of the streams.
until the last of next week.
are
Many thousands of horse power
A party from Bethel will join the
on the Kennebec, PenobPan-American excursionists via G. T. already utilized
the
scot and Androscoggin Rivers, but
R. Monday.
further development
Delegates will attend the Oxford Con- opportunities for
ference at Gilead, and the State Sabbatli are still great.
in the use ol
interest
Of late years
Convention at Lewiston thlc
School
inwater as cheap·power has very much
week.
creased, and considerable attention ha«
been given to its greater utilization. To
BRYANT POND.
the syshave
Deputy Grand Commander Lida Dear this end engineers of urged
the streams to
born left for Bethel Monday, Oct. 14, tc tematic investigation
of their flow and
work for the interest of the U. O. G. C establish true records
the possithere, having finished her work here discharge, and to ofdetermine in the
upstorage
after adding twenty-three new memben i bilities and cost
land lakes and the raising of their
to Christopher Lake Commandery.
of dams.
Mrs. J. L. Bowker and Miss Essie M waters by the construction
Particular activity has been shown bj
Bowker went to South Waterford Wed
power on the Kennebec
nesday te attend the wedding receptioi those now using
who last spring placed $500 in th<
given by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Muller ii River,
Survey tx
honor of their son's marriage, Ham hands of the U. S. Geological
of flow Of thai
measurements
conduct
this
of
Bowker
to
Pearle
place
Muller,
the storage
The reception was held in Grange Hall stream and to consider
Lake. To
and over a hundred were presented t< possibilities in Mooseheadadded a like
Refreshments ol this amount the Survey
the bride and groom.
men to complete the
ice cream and cake, candy and nutc sum and furnished
work.
were eerved in abundance—after which
have

musical

NORTH PARIS.
The Oxford County Telephone anc
Telegraph Company are to build a trunl
line from Turner to West Paris, we ar<
informed.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Curtis and son
Mr. Tabor and P. W. Curtis and Misi ;
the
enjoyed a social dance
Murphy of South Paris visited at W. Ε Therecompany
were some very nice presents pre
Curtis' Oct. 13th.
Beat
ted to Mr. and Mrs. Muller.
John Crawford went to Berlin las ; sen
Mountain Grange gave a chiffonier, anc
week.
and Mrs. Jordan a nice oak rocker,
P. A. Crawford is drawing apples t< Mr.
A very fine time was enjoyed by all.
West Paris for Β. K. Dow and Ε. Ε
Albert and Percy Bowker returnee [
Field.
from the lakes last Saturday.
41her
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Andrews visited a ;
got one deer, and brought home a nic<
Charles Edwards' last week.
skin
coon
rug.
There is to be an all-day meeting ο Γ
Mr. Emery has moved his family fron
West Paris Grange Saturday, Oct. 26
Badeen
house to Walker'e Mills.
the
with a baked bean and pastry dinner.
Frank Dunham of Norway is visiting •
relatives here.
HARTFORD.
Mr. Fernald and son James are stop
Aunt Marcia Bates moved back to thi >
old homestead on the hill, the home ο F ping in town.
Miss Lida Farrar has been very mucl
She is smart as ever
her childhood.
and bright and sharp as a two-edgec I worse for the past few weeks.
sword.
J. H. Dearborn has sold his horse t<
It is many years since the town ο ^
Mr. Ledden.
Woodstock bas bad a resident minister

years.

As a matter of general state interesl
and advantage it is desirable that th<
other watersheds within its area should

receive similar study.

STATE NEWS.

BAKER'S
BREAKFAST COCOA

The sick ones are all very much bettei

EAST HEBRON.
Augustus Hodsdon of Yarmouth ii !
visiting his brother, L. R. Hodsdon.
Mrs. George Conant teaches school oi
Brighton Hill and drives from her hom<
in the Hutchinson house each day.

The

spirited

loss is

SUMNER.
Seth Parlin has gone to Portland to
work in the ehoe shop.

Addie Parlin reoently spent

a

week

with her cousin, Mrs. D. D. Small, at
West Sumner.
Mrs. May Metcalf of Thomaston is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Parlin.
Mrs. Alice Austin and child of West

Peru are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Un. Ο. L. Newell.

greatly

felt

by

her

family

as

she

the only daughter and sister living.
The school house was filled with sorrowing relatives and friends who gathered to pay their last respects. The flowRev. Mr. Pillsers were very beautiful.
bury of Bethel spoke many comforting
words and the singing waa very sweet.
All Join in giving sympathy to the afflicted family. It seems very sad to think
that so young a woman could not have
lived as her house was nearly finished
and ready for oooupaaoy. Her age was
nearly 19 years.
waa

ri,

delicious and

genuine goods bear our trade-mark on every package.

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.,

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Ejt»Muh«d 1780.

nuMMH,

till somebody shuts It off,
It themselves would make them unclean. They cannot open or shut a door,

run

as the handle would be unclean,
slave Is generally kept handy for the
so a

Russian Vests

purpose.
was
One of these fastidious ladies
talking to a small niece the other day
of a
who had Just received a present
beautiful doll from Paris. The child
the lady's
presently laid the doll on
the
lap, who was horrified and ordered
child to take it away. As the little girl
was
would not move it and no servant
be defiled by
near, aud the lady would
touching a doll that was brought from
nbroad, the only thing she could think
of was to Jump up and let the doll fall,
which broke to pieces. The same lady
will not open a letter coming by post,
It
but a servant opens It and holds
If her handnear her for her to read.
kerchief fulls to the ground, it Is immeso
diately destroyed or given away,
This
that she should not use It again.
curious state of excluslveness or fanatiof the
cism exista, I am told. In many
men it is not
Among
barems.
large

who

heavy fabrics,

throughout

impenetrable by

are

the

most

with

and interlined both front

are

They

the cold.

thorough lung

They

and throat

made.

protectors

H. B. FOSTER,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

In Maryland sparrows have beei
known to raise six broods In one year
In England there are seldom more that

three broods.
Ostrich fame are profitable. Blrdi I
are worth $100 apiece, and a good spec·
imen yields about $25 worth of feath
ers at a plucking.
Cats evince, as Is well known, α eu
rlous emotional disturbance when Ii
the neighborhood of valerian plant, ol
which they are very fond. It apparent
ly produces in them a species of intoxi

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Have you

BOX

the latest

seen

in

the fine line of
HURLBUTS Box Papers just
received at the Pharmacy of

:

I

styles

STATIONERY?

If not, call and

cation.

about the same

lined

made of

are

and back with textile buckskin.

ANIMAL LIFE.

to full maturity.
A French anatomist has analyzed thi
skeletons of 8β chimpanzees, gorlllai
and orang outangs and asserts that h<
has found In them bone diseases Ilk·
those which afflict mankind and ii

They

out doors.

are

heavy woolens,

practiced.—London Telegraph.

There are records of elephants tha
have lived for 200 years, and an agi
of 150 years is not regarded as so ver;
old for an elepliant It takes about ι
quarter of a ceutury to get the elephan

life preservers for those

regular

arc

see

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO,
South Paris, Maine.

10 cents to 75 cents

box.

a

proportion.

Ha Wm latlilcd.
A farmer entered an office in centra
New York and sent this message to ι
woman In Canada: "Will you be mj
wife? Please answer quick by tele
graph." Although he waited the res
he got no answer, but tin >
of the

Our ITIost Successful students arc those who combine the Itegulnr
Business Course with the special branches, Shorthand ami Typewrit·

lug, or Telegraphy. One rate
Century Illustrated Catalogue.

Write for our ^Otli

of tuition pays for all.

L

»

*114 W, President,

Portland. ,ΉηίΐΙί*.

Portland, AucuiU and Baugor.

"CASTOR IA For infants and CMdren. Bears the
Thi Kind You HawAlwajs Bought Slgy

_A

:lfl'sGÉpillSliesûfi5D

drove to town, when he found hie bettei cures of partial paralysis have been el
half in a frame of mind such as h< 1 fected by the use of this liniment. It i
doesn't like to have her get only once oi most widely known, however, as a cur
for rheumatism, sprains and bruises
twice a century.
Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Pari in
Sold
at
the
an
As the result of
Togui Southby
affray
Stevens, Oxford; Noye
Paris;
Joht
home
soldiers'
Monday night,

in our place.
S. D. Swallow and A. F. Mason hav<
been doing quite a lot of shingling t< (
their buildings.
Mrs. Martha Record, who has beei (
in Salem, Mass., this summer, has re
Mrs. A. R. Thomas of Oxford passed t > Jones, an inmate, is under $10,000 bondi
turned to her home in this place.
few days with her parents last week for assault with" intent to kill upon Joht
wood
t<
hie
is
Heald
Carl
shipping
Her daughter Helen accompanied her Greenhalge, another inmate. Jones firec
Auburn, where he has sola it for a goo<
The rain on Thursday prevented th< > two shots with a revolver at Greenhalgt
we
hear.
price,
ladies from having their prize ride. Th< at close quarters. One ballet entered
is
ver
our
in
The apple crop
vicinity
prize was to be given to the lady whc 1 the fleshy part of the fore arm, the othei
much larger than was anticipated.
harnessed her horse, rode a certaii the shoulder. Neither wound, it it
distance and returned in the least time thought, will prove fatal. Greenhalg<
HEBRON.
Many were disappointed in not seeing grappled with Jones and threw him tc
Rev. Mr. Turner of Buckfield, wh( the fun.
the floor, where he easily held him, ic
has been spending his vacation in thii
Many tender plante are still in bloon: the meantime receiving a gash across thi
place, preached Sunday for Dr. Crane.
notwithstanding the white frosts eact palm of his band from a knife whict
A. M. Richardson was at home front morning.
No reason beyond
Jones had drawn.
Portland over Sunday.
The Grange fair was well attended intoxication can be given for the assault
Several from here attended quarterl] Many left on account of the rain ox ι
Another instance in which a man wat
meeting at South Paris last week.
Thursday afternoon.
oo
Hebron Grange celebrated their 25tt
Mrs. Fuller has not been as well thif mistaken for a deer with fatal result
curred at Elliottsville Wednesday nighl
A week as last week.
anniversary Thursday of this week.
as
A. G. Roberts and family are still when Henry McPeters, 40 years old,
good attendance and pleasant time re
crew
ported.
moving their goods to their new honu sistant cook for a wood chopper's
Mrs. Fred Parsons and daughter o! in Auburn. Tne family had an abundant ; was shot and instantly killed by hit
About (
Leslie McPeters.
Auburn were at Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant'c supply of household goods and now have cousin,
o'clock McPeters went to an orchard and
a few days ago.
a large house to fill with them.
was carryMaster Norman Richardson report!
Two were baptized and joined the F, got a bag of apple**, which he

E>rts

quality, absolutely pure,

in

Always uniform

nutritious.

[

the A. H. Barker Hammond.

The hunting match supper and dance
came off Thursday night Lt Grange Hall.
Herbert I. Bean has moved to X>ewi·ton, and rented his house to F. M. Skinner, the United States mai) carrier.
John Flint and Osgood Drew have
moved to their farm in Fryeburg, and
Chas. Grover has taken their place.
Abel Andrews was surprised to receive a visit from his sister and her husband whom he has not seen for several

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900

day,
The effects of the giant steel strike ii
next morning he got a night dispatch >
Pennsylvaia are yet evident at the Batl ; sent collect, but favorable. The opera
Iron Works, where work on governmen
tor In expressing his sympathy Bald
vessels is greatly delayed on account ο
"Little rough to keep you In suspens* 1
the difficulty of securing material.
so long."
a
little
is
a
state
just
This from
paper
"Look a-hcre, sonny," the farmer re
cruel: The officials of a Gorhara churcl
marked, "I'll stand all the suspense
bave voted to have no church supper ι
:
Anv woman that'll hold back, her an
in the veetry this year. It must be tha
of marriage
the oyster has escaped or died of ol< 1 ewer all day to a proposai
a i
jest so tbet she kin send It half rate
age.
Is economical enough to mal·*
night.
ι
State Assessor George Pottle report
after I git her for all the loss ο
that the valuation of Maine lias increaee< I up
υ un
μυ uuiu υι iiuu^ij nuou juu ναι
feelln'a I've suffere*
but now it is favored in having one liv
11 years from $255,000,000 to abou ; time and Injury to
in
clot
hi
the
beet
Hour
and
the
beet
nj
buy
; ing in Bryant's Pond, Rev. Henry A $300,000,000, a gain of $45,000,000 waltln
Exchange.
in the market at Benj. Spaulding i : Brown.
Penobscot and Aroostook Counties iiavi
Sons' for the smallest money.
One seldom sees two persons who art
made large gains, the former having in
Iceberg·.
Mrs
and
to
meet
as
are
Rev.
so pleasing
creased in valuation $011,000 in one year
OXFORD.
The captain of an ocean Bteamer 1 1
Brown.
Never have the Bryant's Pon< j
ο
and
Parrott
Mr. Joseph
family
of ice
people had the honor of having sucl 1
By the accidental discbarge of a sho ; often warned of the proximity
Florida are visiting relatives here.
talented persons live among them. The: gun at Frankfort on the 11th 16-year-ol< ' bergs by the men In the engine room
Mrs. Corning and Miss Isabel Coroini , are excellent
musicians, both vocal an< I Prank Leonard of that town shot wai f When a ship enters water conslderabl; ;
left Thursday.
They will spend th instrumental. Mrs. Brcwn, as Miss Ma; and instantly killed. The gun was earriec colder than
that through which It ha
winter in Hartford, Conn.
G. Horton, is well-known as a Gospe ' by Thomas Caloon and the boys hac
been going its propeller runs fastei
The Oxford Spring House closed las
soloist, having sung for prominent evan· just started out on a hunting expedition and as such water surrounds the vl ;
week.
gelists in all the New England states The affair was entirely accidental, and ι i
miles th
E. P. Faunce has sold his place b and also in Canada.
She sings the Go» coroner's inquest was not deemed neces cinity of Icebergs for many
Wallace Ândrews of Otisfleld.
engineers know when the propeller'
from the heart.
Mr. Brown's ser eary.
pel
The Parsonage Society met with Mrs mone are
action is greatly accelerated wlthou
spiritual, and his listener
II. R. Farris.
They will hold a fai r cannot but know that there ie somethinj
They are telling something of a jok< any Increase of the steam power let
Nev
of
citizens
Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 5 and β ; beyond this life to live for, and mus ; on one of the good
bergs may be expected. Of course th *
He bought a heifer, earl;
The Sons of Temperance had a suppe
feel that they are far better after sittin) "t Portland.
thermometer Is the most useful Indl
hii
ι
into
out
it
turned
and
and entertainment Wednesday evening
this fall,
under his inspiring and helpful words.
his pastur > cator of Icebergs.
into
Mr
out
went
He
at which about $20 were taken.
pasture.
to repair his fence when he heard ι
Brigge of South Parle kindly assiste* 1
DENMARK.
and on looking around saw wha i
them by singing.
noise,
Mr. Chadburn Rand, over 70 years ο f
The Mean Thin*.
Work is going on at the parsonage.
he supposed was a deer. It was cloei ι
hii
the
woods
while
in
getting
age,
Miss Passay—I dread to think of m γ
but the temptation was too grea t
The M. £. Society will give a chickei !
time,
winter's wood, Wednesday, fell an< I
and he shot to kill. Upon investigate 1 fortieth birthday.
supper Wednesday evening, Oct 23.
broke his leg about 4 inches above thi
The New England Telephone Co. an (
he found he had shot his own heifer
Miss Pert—Why? Did something ur
ankle. He was attended by Dr. Butle
he will hereafter have a greate;
setting poles.
Perhaps
happen then.—Tit-Bits.
pleasant
and is reported as doing well.
for the law.
There is another case of scarlet feve
Mr. A. H. Jones attended the I. Ο. Ο respect
WITH PARALYSIS.
STRICKEN
discon
still
and
schools
are
the
here,
F. Grand Lodge held at Portland Tues
Henderson Griraett, of this place, wa
A very likely story comes from Aroos
tinued.
15th.
Also
the
Grand
the
Encamp
day,
took, about a good citizen who drovi 1 stricken with partial paralysis aod com
ment Wednesday, the 16th.
NORTH 8UCKFIELD.
to town one evening with his wife. Hi > pletely lost the use of one arm and side
(
into
thi
is
water
being put
Running
went to lodge meeting and she did somi 1 After being treated by an ominent phy
Mrs. Roland Foster of Auburn la ι
parsonage, being taken from a spring ii |
guest at J. A. Warren's for a while.
shopping. When the lodge was over, h< 1 sician for quite a while without relief ;
Mr. Wentworth's pasture.
James Swallow of Brockton, Mass., i t
went for his horse and drove immediate my wife recommended Chamberlain*
The real estate of the late James Lort I
on a visit to his brother, S. D. Swallow
ly home, never thinking of his wife unti Pain Balm, and after using two bottles
was sold at auction Tuesday, at Wes
;ind his sister, Mrs. J. C. Heald.
he had stabled his horse, and was insid< 1 of it he is almost entirely cured.—Geo
auctioneer
Mr.
Al
Denmark,
Gordon,
by
J. F. Bicknell has sold his horse to ι ί
the house. There was but one coursi 1 R. McDonald, Man, Logan County, W
Sales amounting to $12,500 were made
Mr. Miller of Lewiston.
left; accordingly, he harnessed again Va. Several other very remarkabl

Thomas Bradbury is gaining.
The Supreme Court has had a tendNORTH ALBANY.
Will Harris finished work for Shirlej
ency to draw the attention of several
On Wednesday, the 16th, occurred the
married people to think they were too Bonney Oct. 16. He is going to work
funeral of Mrs. Ed McPhee, who died of
much or not enough married, and we for Ezra Staples in Carthage.
Francis Wilson is at work for Harry consumption after a long illness. Hei
understand several have been given
death has caused a vacancy which is felt
Buck.
their liberty by the judge.
Sadie Dunn is at work for Gideon by all who knew and loved her. Her
C. N. Eastman of North Waterford is

hay from

num-

an

I

picking

his

WILSON'S MILLS.
E. S. Bennett went to Portland to
meet his mother the last of the week.
Mrs. J. W. Carter went to Bethel Fri-

crown

Natural
David Flood and son Will went to Paris.
cider mill at Warren's mill.
Frank' Knapp and wife from Auburn
fruit is coming in more than was ex- Farmington Wednesday to visit Eugene
visited friends in town last week. Frank
pected, and is selling at 30 cents per 100 Flood and wife.
bear and shot
Mrs. C. A. Stephens is in Biddeford fired at a deer, saw a
pounds.
several partridges.
C. S. Phinney of Standish was in town this week to attend the State Federation
Jack J. Taylor from Island Pond was
He has a fine orchard of Woman's Clubs.
on Thursday.
J. F. Bradbury died Monday night in town Saturday.
and has about 200 barrels of apples this
Dana Richards, conductor on the pasHit
after a long lingering sickness.
year.
senger train, has taken a vacation and
Allie Irish has returned from Boston, burial occurred Wednesday afternoon.
gone to Buffalo.
and is at work for the Minot Packing
Dr. S. Taylor, who attended the Maine
WEST BUCKFIELD.
Co.
and hauling State A. C. conference, at Auburn, reThe farmers are
F. W. Palmer has been to the Panmeetthe largest and most
His son Howard filled his cider apples to Buckfield. Frank Bar
American.
g of the society, one hundred and five
rett is loading cars there with them.
place at the station.
Vinia Bonney is at work this week foi remaining to partake of communion at
the meeting Sunday evening.
ALBANY.
Mrs. Rodney Chandler at West Sumner. the close of

drawing

FINICKY TURKISH LADIES.

Wlal
18, hi Cbarlestown Saturday, and will visit tk«r An Terr OaNtal Akoit
Congregational cburoh Sunday, Oct.who
friends In Denmark and Portland oo
Thmr Take la Their Hull.
the
of
absence
to
the
pastor,
owing
way.
was in Portland attending the council.
Oar Constantinople correspondent
W. 8. Fox and M. ▲. LeBaron are at
that
writes: It Is not generally known
Monday Miss Daisy Dixon went to
and
a
making
camp
school
building
Sebago
ladles of
Portland to enter the training
Turkish
exists
among
there
the coming winter for
simifor nnnee at the Maine General Hos- ready for logging
high class a kind of caste feeling
C. K. Chapman.
Hindoo·.
pital.
P. Hubbard is moving into a lar to that prevailing among
Dr.
C.
atonr
of
people
Wednesday many
It takes the form of a fear of contamitended the Clark-Kimball wedding re- rent in the hotel.
S. F. Heald and wife are visiting in nation from the outer world and Is only
ception.
those
Wednesday Miss Alioe Moore of Cam- Boston. Andrews was in Denmark a few observed, as far as I know, by
Cyrus
den addressed the ladies in the aftercannot afford to keep servants In
who
week on timber business for
noon in Garland Chapel. In the evening days last
sufficient numbers. Before meals ladles
Hazeltine.
many of the students of Gould Academy Wm.
Always wash their hands at a tap from
started
and
Stearns
Dr.
S.
S.
family
attended the lecture, and already thirwhich the water runs into a marble
in
home
Saturday.
their
for
Washington
teen young ladies and one young gentlewhen
a piazza baeln. They will turn on the tap
is
E.
S.
building
the
Farrington
have signed
man, all students,
at No. 8. they are Just going to wash, but when
Bassett
L.
of
A.
for
the
ribbon.
cottage
white
the
pledge, and wear
H. D. Wallcer is recovering well from they have finished they let the water
Thursday morning Miss Moore spoke to
as to do

seeing a beautiful apple blossom last B. church last Sabbath, Lowell Sba*
and Eugene Lowell.
Saturday.
Apples are not of the best quality thii
year, but we hear that one buyer is payBYRON.
potatoes!
ing $3 per barrel for l's and 2's.
Freeland Abbott and Murdock Beacoi
EAST SUMNER.
have gone moose hunting.
NORWAY LAKE.
Frank L. Barrett is buying and shipBuckskin Sam has a new rifle. He ii
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
ping apples at East Sumner station.
stopping at A. S. Young's while he is al
Bosworth & Warren have set up a with Mrs. C. A. Boober Oct. 30.

farm.

LOVELL.
Mrs. J. W. Holt started for ber home

service in the

Drug Store, Norway.
There is a

dentist to the people of Sangerville tha
he has purchased an interest in thi

Guilford-Sangerville telephone system

s<

that any party wishing dental work mai
telephone him and a carriage will thei
be sent for them free of charge. Jus
think of it! Buys a telephone systen

and carries on free passenger service fo:
the benefit of his patrons!
A TYPICAL SOUTH AFRICAN
STORE.

0. R. Larson, of Bay Villa, Sunda;
River, Cape Colony, conducts a stop
typical of South Africa, at which can b
purchased anything from the proverbia
This store ii
"needle to an anchor."
situated in a valley nine miles from th·
nearest railway station and about twen
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BOSTON FOOD FAIR.
THOUSANDS OF FBKE
DIBTBBIUTED

Thousands of people

SAMPLES

BEING

DAILY.

are

ever

before.

The decorations

far excel anything ever before seen in
the fail
New England. In every
this year is more attractive than former-

respect

is both entertaining and instructof the largest manufacturMany
ers of food products in the oountry are
displaying tneir specialties, the booths
being very elaborate and in many

ly, and
ive.

Of these, within the past twelve months
no less than fourteen have been abso
lutely cured by Chamberlain's Cougt
Remedy. This must surely be a record.'
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin
South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyei

A few days ago a young man entered c
Bath telegraph office with a raessagi
which he wished sent. It was writtei
poorly and the operator turning to tht
man said, "Here, I can't read this.'
"Who wants you to, my brother can, anc
that's all I want," the customer replied

OLD PEOPLE HAVE THEIR
TROUBLES.
Mr. Francis Little of Benton Harbor,
instances costly.
is over eighty years of age. Sincc
There are folly equipped cooking Mich.,
kitchens in which daily lectures are 1865 he has been troubled more or lest
with indigestion and constipation and
given by Miss Nellie Dot Rancbe, one of has tried
almost everything in use foi
the beat authorities on cooking in the
those ailments. Last August he began
world.
Thousands of free samples are being using Chamberlain's Stomach and Livei
Tablets and was eoon feeling much bet
distributed daily.
The musical features are unusually at- ter. In a recent letter he says, "I have
used three boxes of the Tablets and now
tractive, including the famous Royal think
These Tablets imI am well."
The art and
Marine Band of Italy.
electrical displays eclipse anything ever prove the appetite and invigorate the
and
bowels.
liver
For sale by
before seen In Boston. There are to be stomach,
ezcuniona from all sections of New F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., E. P. Parlin, South
England. The prioe of admission if Suis; Steven·, Oxford; Noyes Drug
Store, Norway.
only S6 cents.
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Box Calf

Bals, Heavy Sole.
Vici Kid Bits, Medium Sole.

These are all genuine Goodyear Welt, and the very best goods we
is lull of all
ever saw for the price, $2.50, and please remember our store

We have more stock than any
kinds of footwear for all kinds of feet.
of
the
one
and
in
the County,
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largest in the State, and our
a large line of
also
We
are
carry
right.

prices

always

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.
You

can

buy

Please call and

these

goods

of

us

Yours very

see us.

very much cheaper than elsewhere.

truly,

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

MAINE.

NORWAY,

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
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of many
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long cuts

cut

and short.

long,

medium

The Yoke Coal is the most popular. Have )ou seen one? They
Our prices $10, $12.
Color gray Oxford.
are very dressy.
Cut
we have them without.
do not care for the
If

yoke,

you
long and full.

Black

or

Blue

Price $10, $11.

Kersey O'coats, $5, $7, $10, $12, $14, $15.

Youths' O'coats, all prices.

Our leader, "The Yoke,"

$7.50.

Boy's Top Coats, $3 to $5.
Child's Reefers, very pretty, $3
Winter Underwear,
lowest.
Call

a

large

F. H.

$5.

assortment.

Prices
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as

the

Noyes Company,
NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

N.

to

on us.

Dayton

Bolster &. Co.

BARGAINS.

Store, Norway.
attending the Drug

Boston Food Fair daily, and the interloi
of the Mechanics' Building, Boston, in
which the fair is held, looks more beau-

tiful than

miles from the nearest town. Mr
"I am favored with tht
Larson says:
custom of farmers within a radius ο
to
many of whom I hav<
thirty miles,
supplied Chamberlain's remedies. Ai
testify to their value in a househoh
where a doctor's advice is almost out ο
the question. Within one mile of mj
store the population is perhaps sixty

lines

following

Vici Kid Bals, Kid Lined, Heavy Sole.
Reindeer Bals, Medium Sole.

remarkably accommodatini

dentist in Guilford judging from an ad
vertisemont in the Recorder which con
tains an announcement from a Guilfon

ing away when he was seen from a dis
The lattei
tance by Leslie McPeters.
shouted twice and whistled once, bul ty-five
receiving

We have them in the

Cotton
Blankets

139c, 50c, 85c, $1, $1.25.

S

Sateen
\ $100, 1.13, 1.25, 3.00, 2.25.
Skirts )

^ 39c, 50c, 67c.
Umbrellas )
Men's Working ) 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c,
Gloves & Mittens J
$1.00. 1.25.
School

OO

Mark.et
f

SQuare,

i
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Henry W. Stuart of Portland visited
his brothers, W. B. and Grinfill St uart,
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ANOTHER BIG DRIVE !

MAINE 8UNDAY 8CHOOL8.
The Maine State Sunday School Association holds its annual convention in

to usaalt with appointed to prepare resolutions In each
County Attorney Park case.
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SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

NOBWAY.

A. F. Lewie, Esq., of Fryeburg, was at
South Paris on business last week.

Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday of this week. The meetings
are held in the Pine Street Congregational church. The first session opens
The program of
at 1:30 p. it. Tuesday.
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Numerous
united in marriage by
photographs
Capt.
Devoe lead and zinc is the paint that Penneeseewassee from the water for the the accident, from several points of
Mr. and Mrs. Davis have returned home
Divorces have been decreed as follows:
,
Our
as long as lead and oil.
winter.
after a short wedding trip, and reside at lasts twice
view, and photographs of the wagon,
"**· libelant, ?·. Florence H. II
this
under
it
guarantee:
Robert R. Gurney spent the Sabbath were introduced In evidence on both Fleh. Desertion.
They agent sells
Mr. L)avis' home on Hill Street.
"If you have any fault to find with and first
Keboe.
have the best wishes of many friends
part of the week with his Nor- sides.
this paint, either now in putting it on,
Jennie M. Pride, libelant, ve. Frellen A. Pride.
friends.
The trial was shorter than the former
way
Bird
A.
Cruel and abusive treatment.
Walter L. Bonney and Amos
or hereafter in the wear, tell your dealer
A dress cutting school* is being con- one, being completed in less than two
Warren.
represented Mount Mica Lodge, I. 0. O. about it.
ducted at Grand Army Hall by Austin days1 time. The case was well managed
Klla V. Bailer, libelant, v·. Ferdinand B.
Grand
the
Lodge
F., at the meeting of
"We authorize him to do what is right K. Kalloch and wife, meeting Monday,
Mr.
and
for
the
Mr.
Bal ey. Cruel anl abualve treatment.
plaintiff
Wright
by
a
in Portland last week. A. E. Shurtleff at our expense."
Anyone who has used or seen in use
and
Chapman.
Friday afternoons, Bisbee for the defence. The jury, after
Wednesday
THE ...
this
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from
attended
and E. U. Farrar also
If you get your house painted with it, Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings. about four hours' deliberation, returned
libelant, v·. Perley A.
Whitney,
and abnslve treatment. Cue
lodne. Mrs. J. S. Wright and Mrs. 8. and it wears no better than most lead Ladies can here receive personal in- a verdict for the plaintiff of $1304.33. « bltney. Cruel
t<xly or minor child to libelant.
F. Briggs of Mount Pleasant Rebekali and oil, you will have good cause of
in drafting all styles of An appeal will be taken by the defence.
Parker.
structions
ft
Blsbee
will advise you to buy that and nothing
Is First-class in every Detail.
Lod^e attended the Grand Assembly of complaint; and we must i>ay damages.
For Wood or Coal, have come.
Minnie Paine, libelant, va. Daniel Paine.
ladies', misses' and children's garments
else for using Wood.
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The Greatest Heaters for the size
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B<llth L. Hall, libelant, vs. Harry L.
ers, no hearing will be held this week on
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the petition for a change of location on
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Shelf.
end.
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The judges at the Pan-American
Wright
feud between neighbors. Willis Brackday, when Commissioner Bartlett will be
Newton C. Moore, Ubelant. va. Annie Moore
Wilson's Mills, Maink, Oct. 15.
present and the view and hearing will be position, Buffalo, have awarded three
ett, husband of the plaintiff, and Donald
Wilfred White and John Murphy were M. Torrey live on adjoining farms in Desertion.
duly adjourned to some later day.
gold medals to Walter Baker Jfc Co.
Wright.
Limited, Dorchester, Mass., for the su- drowned last Sunday while crossing the
and the land in dispute between
Dor» M. Llbbv, llbjlant, v.·. H rrr W. IJbby.
Mizpah Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood, periority of their Breakfast Cocoa and Magalloway River with some horses for Dixfield,
——
is a strip of meadow and pasture Gross and oonflrmed habita of Intoxication.
them
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about
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all of their cocoa and chocolate prepara- I A. C. Wight's eMp. They were alone, land, about thirty rods long and a little
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Pythian
tables,
evening.
NelUe M. Bennett, libelant, vs. Frank Η. R.n
tions, and the excellence of their exhibit. but it is supposed that one of the men over three feet wide at the widest point.
Hall, looked very attractive, and the This is the thirty-seventh highest award
nett. Creel and abusive treatment. Custody ol
was thrown by his horse, and bis com- The dispute over it has given rise to
children to libelant.
minor
«upper was pronounced excellent. After received
by them from the great exposi- panion was drowned in endeavoring to what one of the attorneys termed "a
Swaaey.
I have a few first-class
the tables had been cleared away a pleasThe bodies were recovered good deal of conversation" between the
in Europe and America.
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save him.
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0. K. Swivel
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Durable, Handsome, Easy to
Care For and Bakes to
Perfection.
buy,

cheapest

Chas, F. Ridlon,

Quart

Stone Kettles
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I Tin,Agate,Blue

GLENWOOD

91 Main St.,

Always
price.

Range Oak

Coal Stoves

Range.

Glenwood Wood Parlor
give

price
Prices from Ten

please

TIN,

Twenty Dollars.
place.

Lanterns, 40c; Large Size, 65c.
price.
Lantern Burners and Globes.
Wicks for
everything.
five gallons.
Twenty-five
OIL CANS,
Fifty
Delphos
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ORDER.
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good Whip

Good Pocket Knife is
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IWM. C. LEAVITT,
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SHEET IRON

Round Tube, Side Lift, Tubular

in

Store,
NORWAY.

ATLANTIC RANGES.
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Good, Clean, Durable,

Every Person making purchase

ψ

Tucker Harness

LEAVI I I

C.

Home Atlantic

James N. Favor,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

WM. C. LEAVITT,
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by buying
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style,

only

new Coats bought low for
These
Cash at a Manufacturer's closing out
sale, and are
bargains.

personal
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S&M^ig^SKS
Si
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$6.75

only
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linings,

shape, heavy

38c,

good
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get good Knife Sharpener

gift.

Norway, Maine.
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BEECHAM'S
PILLS

South Paris.

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,
Covers

[The Best and Safest

Family Medicine {
FOR ALL

t BQiofis and Nemos Disorders

Sick Headache, Constipation,
Stomach, Impaired Di- t
Weak
Γ
gestion. Disordered Liver and #
Female Ailments.

(

AND

Books.

Instruction
-AT-

Reasonable Prices.
BOSTON

Tlie World's Medicine

6.000.000 Boxe·.
t
10 cents and 25 cents.* at all drug star··,
Sale Exceed*

Τ
Beecham's Pills have the largest sale of
_#
I any Proprietary Medicine in the world, and ·
» Uns hasbeen achieved

Γ Without the publication of testimonials

mIIMIMIIIIImMI

NEW

IMERS

m Wall Papers
AT

The staunch so·! elv^rant steamers, "Got.
leave
IMntiley" and "Bav Stale" alternately
Kranklln Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
Bouton, at 7.(10 P. M., itally, Sundays excepted.

Hobbs'

These -«teamen» meet every demand of modern
steamship service In safety, speed, comfort and
luxury or traveling.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
J. IT. L1SCOMB, General Manager.
T. M. B&rtlett, Agent.

®
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50

Λ postal or telephone to us will bring
you a supply promptly.

A. W. WALKER &
ΗΟΓΤΗ

ΡΛΚΙΜ, At:.

Thousands of rolls from
2 1-2 to 10 cents

SON,

Coal, Cement, Lime. Ilair, Brick,
Sand, itc.

DKICidbT
IO

CEST

Builders' Finish I

Ely's Cream Balm

Also Window di Door Frames.

If In wnnt of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Pine LumOutside work, tend In yi.ur order»
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Plaining, Sawing

and Job Work.

Matched Hani Wood Floor Boards for sale.

roll.

for

TRIAL SIZE.

of any

a

CATARRH

AMK

E. W. ( HWUI I K,

1 wtll furnish POORS ami WINDOWS
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

for

ioom

cents.

WE 4KE NEVER OCT.

■

80&—Charade.
mute command.
My first flies, far and fleet.
Frantic across the listening land,
Unhelped by wings or feet,
And often bears from love's fond hand
My second, dear and sweet
Ho.

Obedient to

a

which in every place
Fond hearts will clasp and pria*
But yet my second loses grace
When, as I own with sighs.
It sometimes clouds the kindest faoe
And fires the fairest eyes.

My

second,

whole, with brightest bloom replete,
Yields to a doom unjust,
A grievous fate condemned to meet,
Wherever it is thrust.
Swept roughly under servile feet
And trampled In the dust.

My

Octagon·

Ho. .10S.—An

paper and border your

DO YOU WANT IT?

pv A I I
VVnL
r>

tell the truth.

•

We have many patterns that will

««·.

00!» uo 4«u*«fT.
rtt r*ti«oia «m 6V
hnwuu <V-·. η non » uu(m>.-u.· rett«f. *>r «Il AMr> »
l-u»·'!."
M»'· Si Vltu»
Kih»a*ti->n PK. Β. H.KLISK,M.
931 Arch Strtel, Philadelphia, raoiuiad

to

Ice,

Store.

I I
1 I Ο NERVE RESTORER

led-near" when it was too tale" that
liars are not duster-T" even when they

Ho. 307.—Half Square.
1. A certain small quadruped, very
slender and uglle. 2. To lay as in a bed.
8. To help. 4. To place. 5. A masculine
nickname, β. A letter.

Variety

STOPPED FREE
Permanent!, Cured bf
m OR· KLINE'S fiREAT

Fable With Ahin··,

Ho. 30β

The Shepherd Boy and the FowP.—
A shepherd boy who took race* of hie
flock not far from a give-all' used to
U-name4 himself at mites* by crying out,
"Flow·, flow*!" Tow* or there* times his
The whole gave-ill·
trick succeeded.
came ring-nun" to his cats-in-eeas", when
all the return they got saw" to be
hud-glue1* at for their is-napu. At saltM
one day the flow* came indeed. The boy
cried out in tar^seen"*, but his bigberons1T, Opposing him to be at his old
ports", paid no heed to his cries, and the
fowl1 devoured the sheep. So the boy

Gives Relief at one·.
It cleanses, soothes

and heal» the diseased
It cures
membrane·
ilrtves
ami
catarrh
in the^
cold
a
away

COLO''ΉΕΑ0

absorbed. (leal* ami
protect* the Membrane. Restores the Senses ot
Taste an<l Smell. Full Size, 50 cents, Trial size
10 cent·», at Druggists or·by mall.
ELY BROTHERS, 36 Warren Street, New York.

Ο

Ο

·
Ο

Ο

Atwood & Forbes, South Paris.

work easy, make a smooth <surfaco, and any one can apply them to
walls, cHlir^s, inside woodwork, pantries, kitchen» and furuiture. Many
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
abiorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
Don't pay fancy prices when
furnl.-th vou "Sht^uina Interior

price

dealer will
Enamels" at the
vour

ordinary paint.
our booklet.
"IIow to
Refurnish thu Home Without Buying New Furniture."
same

as

FREE Color can! ami

Wade

Heath it

by

M'lligan M'f'g Co.,

Chicago.

Floor Paint. Floor Varnish, Couch
Λ!
Muralo.
&<■
rnd Spar VarnWh,
M tsurv's Railroad :ud L'quid Paints
For sale by
<>

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

«AIME.

»OI TH ΡΑΚΙ»,

Mood's Greatest Entertainer
Host Fascinating ot ail Toys
ere

children there should ·Ιμ be

orders. Price:-Sc. at
drutu-lsta. Wilt·for

ORAPHOPHONE

A TOY

fr«e book on Ckildrm.
Br. J. r. TEC· k CO,

PI OS ΒΛΜ) Ml SIC
SMS M RSI RY SOMjS
HPfATS MOlHfR GOOSE RHYMIS

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
deGvered expres^age prepaid.

50 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

ur
164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

Samuel Richards,
Watchmaker and

Practical

Optician.
MATNE.I

SOUTH PARn,

ONE DOLLAR

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
An vone sending α sketch and description may
ascertain our
free whether an

opinion
quickly
Invention is probably patentable. Com nu η leatlons strictly confidential. Handbook un Patent*
sent free. Oldest attency fur gecurinir patenta.
Patenta taken through Munu & Co. recuire
tptcuil notU', without cbarve. In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely '.llwrtratod weekly. I.arrcst circulation uf any McienttUc Journal. Term». $3 a
year : (our luuntlis, IL Sold by all newsdealer*.

HUNN

Branch OOce. IBS F

'New Tori

St, Washington, D. C.

$1.00 GiSH
The New Werner
Edition of the
····

.

Encyclopaedia

Britannica
80 do not

Delay· *0T
*

-v

Never Before

been

restore you to health.
35 cents a bottle.

Ladies' Home Journal.

Small Farm Wanted.

L-would buv

of the

COUPON

I would like full details and spectmen pages of the New Werner Encyclopa-dia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and showing

illustrations of the library in natural
colors.
Name

Street

City and State
B.—The prices and term· an aa follow·;
Να 1—In Buckram Cloth, the aet complete It*
tLIQ caah and 13.00 par mouth. Plica, *45.00.
Να Ϊ—In Half Morocoo. HOO caah, and KOI |
par month. Price, Μαοα
Να #—In Sheep^tan color, 13.» caah, and I&.0I1
par month. Prie·, 175-00.
^
4 10 per cent deducted froaa the above pciceeU I
fhUamount la paid wUhlathtety days af
Ν.

For Sala by

F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.

m

THE
SUNLESS
OF
POSSIBILITIES
WINDOW.
Few people appreciate the possibilities
where
of sunless northern windows,
"flowers will not bloom."
Libraries,
halls and reception-rooms seem addicted
to them. When given "classical" treatment with such beautiful-leaved plants

palms, ferns, dragon-trees, crotons,
ivies and araucarias, which require no
direct sunlight, they may be made as

Violets, English daisies, camellias,
azaleas, aspidistras and English ivy
grow in any room with the temperature
above freezing point.—Ladies' Home
Journal.

are
L

Ko. aiOw—Hollow Diamond.
1. Δ weaver's frame. 2. A winged insect. 3. A plant whose fibers are need
(or making rope. 4. To register, as the
names of voters.
No. 311.—Λ Diagonal Acroatlc.
All the words described contain the
When rightly
same number of letters.
guessed and written one below another,
the diagonal beginning with the upper
left hand letter and ending at the lower
right hand letter will spell the name of
one of the 13 original states.
Crosswords: 1. The surname of a president of the United States. 2. The capital of the state which my diagonal spelle.
8. The scene of a fumous surrender; also
in the state spelled by my diagonals. 4.
A gathering or assembly. 5. The sur0. The
name borne by two presidents.
home of Washington. 7. A large body
of water which bounds one side of the
state named by my diagonals. 8. A large
river of the United States.

or hire a small farm
Address
G. VV. ADAMS,
Topsham, Maine.

We

are

I

headquarters

deah.

Wesson, Gholsonville, Va.,
druggist, writes: "Your One Minute
Cure
Cough
gives perfect satisfaction.
My customers sny it is the best remedy
tor coughs, colds, throat and lung
W. T.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Williamson & Kimball, Norway.

for

Spading and Spring-tooth

rows, Corn
We

are

agents

Walter A. Wood
tilizers.

Har-

for the

Harvesting Machinery.

We have In stock three full

We carry four of the

louls of Ferleading brands.

car

A. W. Walker Sc Son,

Roatk Pari·,
Mar. 11,1901.

■"·,

V-*

Vv-a*

«

Valat.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

CkiMt sad b«antlfl«s the hail
I Promûtes a lonnaat fxowth.

1EH

W AH TED.

THE

COUGH"

AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Planters, Cultivators, die.

also

Being unable to fulfil an engagement
it a certain town, a lecturer wired: "Imossible to come to-night, give the auience back their money." He received
back the following reply:
"We have
;iven back the audience his money and
lie lias gone home perfectly satisfied."

We want twentyllve able bodied men to work
or us in the woods this winter. Good pay and
teady work for the right men. Apply promptly
A our office at Sooth Parte.
PAJR1S MANUFACTURING CO.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
ι cold in oue day.
No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
"There's one good thing about an au:omobile."
"What's that?"
"It doesn't try to run up to every
watering fountain it cornea to."
AH who use atomizers in treating
>asal catarrh wil? get the beet result
rom Ely's Liquid Cream Balm.
Price,
ncluding spraying tube, 75 cents. Sold
or
mailed
>y druggists
by Ely Broc., 50
Varren St., Ν. Y.
New Orleans, Sept. 1,1000.
Messrs. Ely Bros. :—I sold two bottles
>f your Liquid Cream Balm to a cusomer, Wm. Lamberton, 1415 Delachaise
it., New Orleans; he has used the two
lottles, giving him wonderful and moat
atisfactory results.
Geo. W. McDuff, Pharmacist.

UNKED WITH IN8ANITY.

the streets.
It was at this last and lowest stage
"I had long suffered from indigestion,"
that news came to him that bis father
writes G. A. LeDeis, Cedar City, Mo.,
had died intestate and that be was heir
"but never found anything that did me
to all his vast fortune. The sodden
Cure.
until
I
took
Kodol
good
turned the man's
One bottle cured me. A friend who had news completely
suffered similarly I put on the use of brain and brought on such a condition
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. Πβ is gaining of excitement that he had to be sent
fast and will soon be able to work." F. to an asylum, and when he calmed
A. Shurtleff & Co., South Parie, William- down
again he had lost all recollection
son & Kimball, Norway.
of his good fortune, and nothing con
Is on the
line in the United shake his delusion that be
The
horn.

Dyspepsia

longest

pipe

Bromo-Quinine
«old In m day
that care·

Laxative

he

remedy

Mistress—I

town;

you

*

saw

you

probably

you would have spoken.
Maid—It was my day off, marm, if
you'll mind. I wasn't obliged tf> recog-

C. M. Phelps, Foreetdale, Vt., eaye his
Don't allow grease to burn on the outwas completely cured of a bad case
side of your frying-pan.
Wash it every child
of eczema by the use of DeWitt's Witch
time it is used.
Hazel Salve. It instantly relieves piles.
Don't allow the dishcloth to remain
P. A. Sburtleff & Co., South Paris,
wet from day to day. It will sour and
Williamson & Kimball, Norway.
become musty.
Don't throw or drain vegetables into
Father—"Cooking schools are of some
the sink. Small
particles will go use, after all. This cake is delicious."
in
the
the
and
sieve
trap, Daughter—"Is it? I thought it would
lodge
through
and necessitate calling in a plumber.
be a terrible failure." "Why so?" "I
Don't allow ashes to accumulate told
Bridget exactly how to make it, and
underneath the lire grate. See that they she went and made it some other
way."
are taken up every morning.
Don't keep the drafts open when you
Important to Mother·.
It not only
are not using the fire.
burns away the coal, but ruins the tire- ΣττηΗ» carefully erery bottle of CA8TORIA,
brick as well.
a aafe and «ore remedy for lafanta and children,
Don't stand brooms in the corner rest- and aaa that It
ing on their broom ends. Hang them up
by the handles, or turn them upside
Signature of
down.
Don't throw away pieces of bread. In Uao For Over 80 Yean.
Put them aside, and dry or roll and save
Tta Kind Yoa Ban AJwiyi Boo«ht
for scalloping or crumbing. They will
while
oven
door
at
the
mouth
of
the
dry
"Pa, why do they call these the
you are washing the breakfast dishes.
melancholy
days?" "Well, one reason, I
and
a
box
be
in
aside
They may
put
are the days when
rolled at the end of the week. It will guess, is that these
take less time than rolling a few each most people are back from their vacations and can figure up juet how much it
day.
Don't
llour in the cellar or in a cost 'em."

ing that be had passed an examination.
He had sat for the matriculation examination at the University of London, on
passing which be bad set bis heart
and had asked a friend in London to

wire the result as soon as the names
were screened at Burlington House.
About three weeks later came a fatal
"Failed—sorry," which sent

telegram,

the young man into the lowest deptha
of despair, for he was too old to eit
again. Not many hours later, however,
came another telegram, "Passed honora
see
—very sorry crush so great did not
The revulsion
name this morning."
of feeling was so great that the student's reason gave way, and he bethat
came so violent In his excitement
be had to bç confined. Fortunately be
was not with us long and Is now, I am

for Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

kidney

turns to

1 Doan's Kidney Pills

1

UUUUl

WUUlUUâ

uu

mu

Vfvâ

—

Apctfccl Remedy for Constipa-

tion Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea

expert

!

FacSunilc Signature

STATE OF MAINE.

Countt of Oxford.
County Treasurer's office,
South Paris, Maine, Oct. 4,1901.
The following list containing the npgregate
amount of costs allowed In each criminal cane as
audited and allowed at the Sept. term 1'ΛΊ,
of the Court of County Commissioners for euld
County of Oxford anil specifying the court or
magistrate that allowed tho same and t>efore
whom the case originated Is published In accordance with the provisions of Sec. 19 of Chap.
116 and of Sec. 12 of Chap. 13β of the Itcvlsed
Statutes of the State of Maine :
BEFORE RUMFORD FALLS MUNICIPAL
Ο. WILLABD JOHNSON, JUDGE.
vs.

COURT,
φ in 67

Bourheralls,

Toiler

Howard,
Brooke
Terrier,

12 71)
12 90
10 10
βο2
C «7
15 30
12 :«
11 4'J
9 24
5 R2
5 37
ft Hi
4 β3 3"
8 62
3 37
3 90
7 04
8 92
10 41
8M
10 00
13 29
2 6fl
3 77
3 77
β 11
8 11
7 90

...

Hind

Murray,
Kox,...
Edward»,
Hardy,
Hanson,
Leader
Duggan

Hogan

Hanson
Brown

Henderson,

Carter

Dyer.
Ward

Burke,
Mury,
Devosav,
Brown
Stolen Goods,

—

.....................

...

Liquor,
Liquor,

....

Byan,
Connors,
8ulilvan,
BEFOBE

State

vs.

ve.

Liquor,..
Benson,
I)olan,

...

Thomas et al

Poland,...

Edwards et

als,

MUNICIPAL COUBT,
II. C. DAVIS, JUUUE.
$ 1 8<!
Hassell
21 7K
Downs,...
131*1
Long.............
14 M
Liquor

The value of Italy's exports of eggs
nearly equals that of her olive oil.

Weesmar, Evanston, 111.,
"My boy 2 1-2 years old had a

Chas. R.

writes:

cold which refused to yield to any
treatment until we tried Foley's Honey
and Tar. He was completely cured be-

State

vs.

BEFOBE ALUKKT

BENNETT, TBTAI. JUSTICE,
OILEAD.

9 Hi
24 81
14 4«

........

ble vessel—London Tlt-Blts.

Long

Th« Destructive PorpoUe.
that an ordinary porpoise Is
from Ave to six feet In length and will
require some COO ordinary mackerol or
their equivalent per week to keep It In
fair condition—and there cannot be less
than from 20,000 to 80,000 of these

Seeing

the parts affected will be experienced.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. ; Orin Stevens,
M. D., Oxford.

An ostrich which was lately dissected
in London had in its stomach a small
prayer book.

Backache should

never

be neglected.

It means kidney disorder which, if allowed to run too long, may result in
Bright's disease, diabetes or other
eerious and often fatal
complaints.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kidneys
well. F. Δ. Shurtleff <& Co.; Orin
Stevens, M. D., Oxford.
New Orleans is credited with the only
American newspaper having a Sunday
evening edition.

In

appropriated
England.—Contemporary

Tho best sponges are
sponges each.
usually made into strings of from
eight to ten sponges each. Others are
generally sold in lots not strung. The
buyer, however, Is not guided in his
purchase by the number of sponges on
a string, but by what a certain lot will
weigh, and the weight is never given,
but the buyer must estimate It; hence
experience Is needed In the

practical
purchasing

to ouf regular customers:
goods. The following are a few prices dozen
and upwards.
seven makes, 4x5, 25c
Plates,
Dry
Embossed Card Mounts, for 4x5 pictures, only 7c do/en.
Chemically pure "Hypo", 4c pound.

You

Heavy Cardboard, in colors, 20x28, only 7c.
Silkdown, only 25c per package.
Higgins' Photo paste, 3 oz. 10c.
Printing frames, 4x5, 10c. Ferrotype plates, 10x14,

Carriages! Carriages!
Of

L<(«.

her." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. ; Orin Stevens, M. D., Oxford.

he

able to be about
ing, fell In and was rescued Just in the
nick of time. Be was laid up for several weeks and then sued me for damwas

Doeoriptlon.

Every

The finest line

~r

1^

PNEUMATIC CARRIAGES
be found outside the cities.

—

H. P. MILLET!1,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CIIUKCH STREET,

SOUVENIRS

·-

ΙΜΓ

WOOD,
PLATINE AQUARELLES,

XV

RI'KNT

*

TER

=

COLORS,

MEDALLIONS.

PHOTOS.

Blue Prints

cloth and made up in Sofa Pillows,
Glove Cases, Cushions, &o.
on

Amateur

Miss

Libby,

Buppllo·.

-

Norway,

Maine.

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.
$18
$15 Intelligent

salary for

to

an

a

Week

man or woman

In

each

town. Pernmanent position. 30 cents per houi
for spare time.
Manufacturer, Box 78, Pblla

dclphla.

BAUER'S

CASTOR.A
The Kind Yod Have Always Bought

The People's National
ruousneii

New-

of sponges.
HI· Cork

only 7c.
Remember the place.

money by dealing with Hills.

can save

50 ctn. dowu and 50 cts.

Are the Beat remedy for Colds, Head·
ache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
quickly, more the bowel* gently, carry'
ing off fever and other poisonous matter
from the system. Guaranteed to oure.

Ingalls, Crowp Point, N. T.,
"▲long about 1800," said a veteran
"My wife suffered from kidney physician, "I amputated the legs of a
trouble for years. She was induced to man who was blown up In a boiler ex"
Try them. 2& oent* For tale by
try Foley's Kidney Cure and in less than
plosion and helped him procure a
a week after"she began using it, she was
A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's Pond;
of cork substitutes. As soon as f. A. ShurtlcffOrln
Stevens, OxfoM.
greatly improved and three bottles oured couple
he went fishS. A.
writes:

at

...

Tozler,
Brown,
Mury
GEORGE M.ATWOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford Court?.

Review.

How 8ρο·(Μ Are gold.
When offered for sale In the local
market In the Bahamas,. sponges are
«Ither piled up loose or made Into
strands or beads of from two to ten

County

MAINE.
NORWAY,
list
from
prices. All the leading
All the leading Cameras at discounts
in town
makes of Dry Plates, Papers, Supplies, etc., etc. The only agent
Co.V
Aristo
"General
and
the
products.
Co.V
Kodak
for the "Eastman
The only place in town where you can find such good· fresh and direct
from the factories. We handle no cheap imitation papers—only lirst-class

1 "ii
1 74
10 Η
11 «
10 2<
11 3Î
10 2<
10 H

Downs
Ward
Burke
Fox

creatures living In British and Irish
waters—the drain upon the shoals of
mackerel living in these seas from this
fore using one bottle." Take none but
source alone most be enormous, for if
Orin
Foley's. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.;
those creatures only feed on them oneStevens, M. D., Oxford.
half of the year about 400,000,000
A man may own a watch that is a mackerel must bo destroyed without
geod timekeeper, and yet he may not man or beast receiving any equivalent
have a good time.
These animals' are not easily taken In
After exposure or when you feel a cold hand, being so Intelligent and active.
coming on, take a dose of Foley's Honey I believe I am safe In saying there
and Tar. It never fails to stop a cold if were extensive fisheries carried on for
taken in time. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.;
them In the sixteenth century at St
Orin Stevens, M. D., Oxford.
Ma wee and Powey, Cornwall, and in
With the aid of a microphone you can most of the narrow harbors of Britain,
their flesh being highly valued by the
hear a fly walk.
gentry in those days, but now nothing
When suffering from a racking cough, of them is
to man's use
severe

in Oxford

JEWELERS,

THE

HILLS'

....

Foley's Honey

Supplies !

RETAIL.

AND

Largest Stock and Lowest Prices

....

in the West Virginia Reform
School. I find it the most effective, and
absolutely harmless." F. A. Shurtleff
& Co. ; Orin Stevens, M. D., Oxford.

I\ I s

BEFOBE NORWAY

.............

clusively

CHS»

111 cl

WHOLESALE

3 97
9 04
8 41
13 4*
12 97
9 84
21 39
17 18

Liquor,

s

Cameras and Photo

$ 12 «2
4 72

Poland,
Humphreys,
Poland

h

new ton* emr.

BEFOBE E. F. FAUNCE, ΤΚΙΑΓ, JUSTICE, OXFORD.
State

I

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

$ 13 39
7 7(1

Cummlngs
Gammon

rim m

J'jDosis-JjCi

TKIAL JUSTICE,

MKKK1TT
l'A USONS,
BUCK KIEI-D.

οΓ

NEW YORK.
Alb

heard,
thru. Everyone, a3
speaks in the highest tertos of tkoir great
value."

Doan's Kidney Pills arc for sale by
allde&lers. Price 50 cents. Mailed
by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.Y.,
sole ageuta for tlic United States. Remember the came—Doan's—and take
no substitute.
;

For Over
Thirty Years

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

faith yen have in
Kidney rills the greater
far as I rare

cepting
the girl's

brother had received and mislaid the letter, which had only Ju«t
been found and bad come into her
hands.
Within an hour of the receipt of this
letter the man was a raving maniac,
and although his condition Is Improved

yftx.Smuui

MuJUSJuAnueSid *

for m,
Doan's Kidney
Pills. I told him that I had been greatly annoyed by the action of my Kidneys, that the
proslightest cold always settled there and
duced intense suffering, end that Doen's
Kidney Pills had cured :ne. It is now two
first interyears and a half since I was
viewed, and I can conscientiously say, the
longer and more fully you know Doan's

It had this strange effect, bow-

mend her and for whom he had not a
particle of love. Scarcely, however, waa
his fate sealed than he received the
long despaired of letter from India, achis offer and explaining thflt

Pumpkin Seul"
*

reading emphatic

Disappointed love sends many people to asylums, but it Is very seldom
that success in wooing drives a man

became engaged to a girl who had
nothing but her money bags to recom-

/Mope of Old OrSAMUEL PtTC/OR

evidence like the following:
Mr. H. J. Woodbury, carpenter, of
37 South Chestnut street, Augusta,
Me., say β:
"I was interviewed In the spring of 180β by
a gentleman who asked me
cnce with and opinions of

of

nor Mineral

Opium.Morphine

lib τ Narcotic.

complaint he may have.
kidney
He learns this bv

State

Signature

Promotes Digeslion-Cheerful· ]
ness and Rest.Contains neither

Others all around him have been
cured of kidney complaint by this
wonderful little remedy. He has the
testimony of others to guide him. He
KNOWS that Doan's Kidney Pills
WILL cure, no matter what form of

to know, doing very well as a so-

The
ever, on one of my late patients.
girl be loved had gone out to India to
keep house for her brother before be
had screwed up bis courage to the point
of proposing to ber, but an offer followed by mail very quickly after ber.
Weeks and months passed, and no answer came to the Impatient lover until,
after waiting two years in despair, be

Bears the

ache.

The lame back virtually means lame
kidneys, and he knows that there's
very serious trouble in store if he
doesn't get his kidneys to do their
duty. In his trouble he naturally

licitor.

mad.

Always Bought

When a man is tortured with back·
ache or lame back he doesn't want to
experiment with new and untried
remedies.
He realize* that the backache la

Φ
State vs. Liquor,
his reason.
Liquor,...
Ια another remarkable case It was
Dalley
the Joy at seeing her husband again
BEFOBE GEO. W. SJ'EKBA, TKIAL JUSTICE,
that robbed a lady patient of her reaEAST 8ΤΟΝΕΙΙΛΜ.
Lewis Ockerman, Goshen, Ind. : 'He- son. Her husband was the captain of State vs. Butters.....
Φ 10 Si
witt's Little Early Risers never bend a merchant ship which was reported
MITTIMU88E8.
The
me double like other pills, but do their to have
bands.
all
with
gone down
φ 13 31
State vs. Boucher
work thoroughly and make me feel like
11 22
widow had deeply mourned her husShaughncssey,
a boy."—F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
7 35
Daley
band for nearly a year, when one day
6 83
Smith
Paris, Williamson & Kimball, Norway.
4 2»
on returning from a walk she found
Cummlngs
2 23
as
Poland
room
in
the
told
drawing
that
Ella—"Bella told me
him sitting
you
2 22
Benson,
her that secret I told you not to tell hale and robust as ever.
10 SJ
Clark,
3.1
10
on
McNeal
her." Stella—"She's a mean thing—I
unconscious
fell
With a shriek she
15 51
Hinds
told her not to tell you I told her." Ella—
10 2."
the floor, and when she recovered her
Howard,
"Well! I told her I wouldn't tell you
110.1
Terrier
It seems that her
reason was gone.
7 88
she told me—bo don't tell her I did."
Brooke,
1 7v
husband, after floating for some time,
Schley,
1 9i
Dolan,
A Report from Supt. J. C. Oluck, Re- bad been picked up by a passing
7!
Howard
form School, Pruntytown, W. Va. Oct. "tramp" and had been landed on the
11 4f
Derosay,
βί
9
adhe
all
other
which
1900.
"After
Boucher,
18th,
trying
west coast of Africa, from
10 7(
Edwards,
vertised cough medicines we have decid- had returned home by the first availa5."
6
Mury
and Tar exed to use

a dose of Foley's Honey and Tar.
the loss of color is due to local or genThe soreness will be relieved and a
eral causes.
warm, grateful feeling and healing of

ECONOMIZING TIME.
It ie not that it takes so long to scour
a teaspoon or a few saucepans, but all
the moments put together make hours,
and this makes kitchen work drudgery.
If each day finishes that day's work the
drudgery is removed, and it is not difficult for a woman to do her own work
and have hours of leisure.
Have regular days for each kind of
work.
Keep everything in its proper
place, which should be a convenient one.
Don't go to the garret or to the cellar
every few minutes for articles that may
be kept close at hand. Remember that
no matter how great the hurry, it requires no more time to put things back
in their proper places at once than to
stand them down haphazard to be
straightened out later. Work rapidly,
Dee everything for
but never hurry.
its proper purpose. Do not strain bouillon or soup through your finest napkins.
Keep cheesecloth at hand for this parpose; it is better and saves money.

verge of starvation.
Another patient In the same asylum
was a young and In his lucid moments
"brain
a most intelligent fellow, whose
was turned," as the saying is, on learn-

yesterday down glad
see me or

didn't

CASTOBM

TIMES WHEN AN EXCESS OF JOY IS

firm

Oranges.
power.
No. 291·.—Company Changes: Arm.
Loss of color is usually owing to
mar-s,
mar-k,
farm,
h-arrn,
Mar-e,
changes in the nervous system. The
mar-t, w-arm, arui-y. It will readily be practical value of these facts is very
seen that in some of the words the let- great.
For instance, whenever gray or
tere of "arm" are transposed.
white hairs make their appearance it
No.
300.—Uhyming Puzzle: Fleet. does not call for local stimulant and
Treat. Peat. Heat. Bleat. Neat. Feat. nourishing treatment, but for some atSleet. Wheat. Meet. Crete.
tention to be given to the general
No. 301.—Rhomboid: Across—1. Toned. nervous tone of the system. Quite often
Sober.
4.
5.
3.
Timid.
Cedar.
2. Rapid.
the ekin doctor finds his best weapon ie
iHnvn— 1. T. 2. Or. 3. Nat. 4. Epic. 5. a thoroughly good bracing medicine.
Dimes, β. Dido. 7. Dab. 8. Ita. 9. R. The three drugs, iron, strychnine and'
No. 302.—Euigma: Sleep.
phosphorus are of especial repute in
No. 303.—Word Square: 1. Lovo. 2. this respect, but there are two "of
Obey. 3. Veto. 4. Eyot.
courses"—one, that other drugs are
Geneva. sometimes needed, and the second that
Como.
No.
304.—Lakes:
Stor. Thuu. Allen. Erne. Kttlla. Low- only the skin expert can decide whether
take
Parras.

STOPS

We can show you some of the beet swivel and
l*u<l side plows In the market, both In steel and
wool beams. We have

Disc,

a

thoroughly dry.

Ko. 312.—Burled Geographical Name·.
I feel quite melaucholy after hearing
keep
such α dismal tale—An island in the
damp place. Keep it in bins, if possible,
Mediterranean.
in the kitchen. Tin bins can be purThe burglars broke into the hotel and
chased to put up on the wall, with a sort
stole dozens of silver spoons—A town in
of crank or sieve at the bottom. This
Spain.
the mites and also the mice
lie speaks in a manner which shows prevents
from getting into the flour.
subon
all
these
clever
him to be very
Don't wrap bread in cloth, either cotjects—A towu in Italy.
ton or linen, and put it into the breadWhen I have finished writing this page,
box. Allow it to get perfectly cold and
no addition can be made—A city in Italy.
then put it into the box, which should
be dry and clean.
Angela' Vlalt·.
Don't beat eggs until dry and fine.
We are told that angels' visits
Beat them moderately stiff. If beaten
Are few and far between.
till dry they break when stirred into a
In fact, no man is now on earth
heavy mixture.—Ladies' Homo Journal.
Who has an angel seen.
—Chicago News.
WHY THE HAIR CHANGES.
When a hair falls out it is dead. If
Very Peaalmlatlc.
"This is a very tough world we are in, the true root—the papilla from which it
old boy."
grows—is dead also, the hair will not
I don't think we will grow again.
"You're right.
Evidence points to the fact that all
ever get out of it alive."—New York Hercases of baldness may be divided into
ald.
three classes. In one a microbe deKejr to the railler.
stroys the connection of the hair with
Morocco.
the
297.—Word
No.
Building:
papilla and may destroy the papilla
itself. In a second class the tiny blood
Mo-rock-co.
No. 298.—Illustrated I'rimal Acrostic: vessels of the part are blocked—this Is
Lettuce. well seen in advanced life; and in the
Pears. Apricots.
Palo Alto.
Tomatoes. third class there is a loss of nervous
Lemons.
Onious.
Apples.

Paris,

in Paris.

take

êWÂ

troubles."

Again

BRITANNICA contains
Thirty-six Thousand Feet of Knowledge
and Information. Occupies Six Feet of
Book shelf. CAM. AT OUR STORE and
examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.
edition

TRUE "L F." DTWOOO'S BITTERS
reorganize the system and

Ubrary

within everybody's easy reach, and the chances are
that when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such an opportunity will

Never

when abused, and war follows.
A man's stomach rebels,
when abused, and indigestion
follows.

^
**·'ft
Limited

1133

Sovereign

a

rebel,

30 Superb Octavo volumes will be
Delivered Free Into vour Hume. The
balance you can pay in «mail monthly
installments, But

Bear In Mind

of

to

Don't put saucepans away until they nize you, you know.

They

JOB PRINTING.

consumption

for

Klications

paint.

better than

dangerous to allow a cough to run; by
doing you put yourself In a condition
hold

DKIYEN TO MADNESS.

cent of the
upon you. Ninety-nine per
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OUR GREATEST ENEMY.
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